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Autonomous vehicles have attracted dramatic attention during recent decades, which can
not only enhance operational safety and efficiency of the transportation system, but also
provide convenience to the vehicle users and improve their productivity. As an essential
component for autonomous driving on the urban road, the autonomous vehicle planning
system is in charge of planning appropriate maneuvers to interact with the environment and
searching dynamically feasible trajectories. Acknowledging the inevitable uncertainties in
reality, this thesis focuses on the problem of planning under uncertainties for autonomous
driving on the urban road.
We start the discussion by reviewing the history and current status of autonomous driv-
ing technologies, where the typical autonomous vehicle planning framework that consists
of a route planner, a decision maker (or behavior planner) and a motion planner is identi-
fied. We further study the uncertainties that can be involved in the planning process, which
include the internal motion uncertainty introduced by the autonomous vehicle control sys-
tem and the external situation uncertainty arising from the autonomous vehicle perception
system.
To address the internal motion uncertainty, a risk-aware motion planning algorithm
CC-RRT*-D is proposed. As motion planning algorithms continue to mature and become
more sophisticated, one of the key research focuses is to guarantee that the algorithms are
applicable to real-world scenarios, where the control model error and actuator noise are in-
evitable. The resulting motion uncertainty makes it difficult to ensure that the autonomous
vehicle can always precisely locate at the desired position along the trajectory, and the
collision checking of the trajectory thereby loses its reliability. Given a stochastic vehicle
dynamics model, the proposed CC-RRT*-D algorithm can derive in advance the proba-
bilistic distributions of the vehicle states along the given trajectory. After that, the derived
vehicle state distributions are checked against the obstacles to evaluate the probability of
collision. As such, the motion planning can be conducted in a risk-aware manner with the
planned trajectories’ collision risks being bounded.
After the motion uncertainty is resolved, the road context learning and its applications
for vehicle behavior analysis are discussed to facilitate the situation awareness. The aware-
ness of the driving situation is essential for the autonomous vehicles to maneuver with
safety-critical driving behaviors. The situation awareness usually follows the general prin-
ciple of Learning then Prediction; in a sense, the reasoning of the situation evolution is
based on the knowledge or experience learned beforehand. Our study follows a similar
principle, where the road context is learned first by extracting the consistencies within the
observed vehicle behaviors. Thereafter, the knowledge of the road context is applied to
analyze the vehicle behaviors and facilitate the situation awareness.
Given the road context and vehicle behavior analysis, a situation-aware decision mak-
ing algorithm is proposed to address the external situation uncertainty. Unlike human
drivers, who have the ability of extracting essential information to make driving decisions,
a well-designed environment model is usually required by the autonomous vehicles. As
such, the concept of an urban road situation, which is defined as an integration of the road
context and the vehicle’s motion intention, is proposed first to model the urban road envi-
ronment. After that, the situation-aware decision making problem is solved as a Partially
Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP), which can equip the autonomous vehicle
with the ability to estimate and evaluate the outcome of driving decisions, even when the
driving situation cannot be fully observed.
Last but not least, a comprehensive planning framework for autonomous driving on the
urban road is introduced, which is built by integrating the algorithms discussed above.
Compared to the existing planning frameworks, the proposed framework explicitly ad-
dresses the uncertainties from different aspects, i.e. internal motion uncertainty and ex-
viii
ternal situation uncertainty, at different planning levels, i.e. motion planning and decision
making, in a consistent and integrated manner.
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The autonomous vehicle, with a goal of realizing an autonomous system that independently
and robustly performs all intelligent and safety-critical driving functions, has attracted dra-
matic attention during recent decades. The autonomous vehicle can not only enhance oper-
ational safety and efficiency of the transportation system, but also provide convenience to
the vehicle users and improve their productivity.
The early presentation of the autonomous vehicle can be traced back to the World’s Fair
sponsored by General Motors in 1939 [1]. The autonomous vehicle was depicted as a vehi-
cle equipped with sensors to detect the electro-magnetic fields that control both the driving
speed and the path of travel. Moreover, the Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication was
also featured as each vehicle is equipped with radios such that neighboring vehicles can
keep a safe gap between each other when traveling.
Recent advances in sensing, real-time control, and computation technologies have fur-
ther spurred interest in autonomous driving, and many achievements have been made in the
past decades [2, 3]. Two of the largest and most recent field demonstrations of autonomous
vehicles are the DARPA Grand Challenge [4] and the DARPA Urban Challenge [5], which
had led an elegant setup for autonomous vehicle development. These events were organized
by DARPA to stimulate the research on autonomous driving and investigate the applica-
bility of autonomous vehicles for military service. Given the success of DARPA Grand
1
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Figure 1.1 Autonomous vehicle fleet at Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and Technol-
ogy.
Challenge in 2005, where the autonomous vehicles were managed to navigate through a
vast desert area, the DARPA Urban Challenge held in 2007 took a step further. In DARPA
Urban Challenge, the autonomous vehicles, in a fully autonomous mode, had to navigate
through a typical urban environment, involving off-road parking, traffic negotiation at in-
tersections, and obstacle avoidance while obeying traffic rules. As the emphasis of these
challenges was geared more towards military applications, the autonomous vehicles had to
be fully self-contained in every aspect including perception, planning, and control.
In 2010, the Autonomy for Mobility-on-Demand project was initialized as an interdisci-
plinary research program at Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and Technology [6, 7].
The Mobility-on-Demand (MoD) system features the one-way sharing with light electric
vehicles, where any driver can get the vehicle at any vehicle collecting station and drive
the vehicle privately toward the destination. After that, the other drivers can share the same
vehicle for their own purpose. The MoD system has emerged as a viable alternative to the
conventional use of private transportation. However, one of the key challenges of the MoD
system is how to keep a balanced distribution of vehicles based on where they are picked
up and dropped off. Thanks to the autonomous vehicles, the load rebalancing process can
be handled in an efficient way, where a fleet of autonomous vehicles can be rebalanced au-
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Figure 1.2 Autonomous vehicle system overview.
tomatically. As one of our research focuses, we are aiming at developing the autonomous
vehicles that are equipped with full self-driving ability in an uncontrolled urban environ-
ment. To date, an autonomous vehicle fleet, including three autonomous golf-carts and
one autonomous Mitsubishi iMiEV (see Figure 1.1), has been built and thoroughly tested
inside and outside the campus of the National University of Singapore. The public trials in
Singapore’s Chinese Garden and One-North area have been conducted for the purpose of
proving the concept of the MoD service and raising the public awareness of autonomous
vehicles [8, 9].
1.2 Planning for Autonomous Driving on Urban Road
Generally speaking, the ability of autonomous driving safely and efficiently in a compli-
cated environment is accomplished by integrating three major systems: Perception, Plan-
ning, and Control (see Figure 1.2). The autonomous vehicle perception system needs to
be capable of estimating the autonomous vehicle’s own state and perceiving the surround-
ing environment. The autonomous vehicle planning system is in charge of planning ap-
propriate maneuvers to interact with the environment and searching dynamically feasible
trajectories. Given the planning results, the control system, thereafter, comes into effect




The autonomous vehicle planning system, as suggested in DARPA Urban Challenge,
is usually designed into three levels: Route Planning, Behavior Planning, and Motion Plan-
ning [10]. The route planning is defined at the mission level, which aims at searching an
optimal route through the road network to reach the destination that is specified by the driv-
ing mission. The action-level or decision-level behavior planning is in charge of parsing
the driving task into a sequence of actions and making proper driving decisions to interact
with the environment. The motion planning, moreover, is responsible for searching the dy-
namically feasible trajectories to accomplish the desired driving actions, such as obstacle
avoidance, three-point turn, and so forth.
Being an essential component for autonomous driving on the urban road, the autonomous
vehicle planning system bridges the perception system and control system, which is fed
with the perception results and outputs the driving decisions and trajectories to the con-
trol system. A properly designed autonomous vehicle planning system, therefore, needs
to explicitly acknowledge the characteristics of the urban road environment and establish
seamless connections with both the perception and control systems.
A. Characteristics of Urban Road Environment
The urban road is a unique environment with distinctive characteristics. On the one hand,
the urban road is much denser and more dynamic in motion than the off-road, desert en-
vironment, because it is full of moving agents like pedestrians and vehicles. The proper
perception, planning and control strategies therefore are in great need to efficiently account
for the crowdedness and robustly guarantee the driving safety.
On the other hand, the urban road is more structured, such that the agents usually
behave in a more organized manner by following the traffic rules or the related regulations.
This favorably provides the possibility and even convenience of learning driving skills
and environment contextual knowledge from the agents’ behaviors, and the difficulty of
situation evolution reasoning, to some extent, can be alleviated.
4
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B. Connections between Planning and Perception
Inevitably, the autonomous vehicle perception in the dense urban road environment has to
face the challenges introduced by the sensor noise and sensing occlusion. The resulting
sensing limitation can dramatically weaken the autonomous vehicle’s ability to perceive
the surrounding environment. The reliability of the perception therefore has to be well
acknowledged by the planning system, because a small perception error can propagate into
vehicle planning and place the autonomous vehicle into a dangerous situation [5].
Additionally, the autonomous vehicle needs to be cognitive enough to reason about the
situation evolution for safe and efficient driving. The autonomous vehicle needs to track
the moving agents, together with the available contextual information, to infer the situation
evolution in a probabilistic manner. The resulting uncertainty of situation evolution reason-
ing generally points to the difficulties in connecting the probabilistic perception with the
conventional deterministic planning [11].
C. Connections between Planning and Control
The relationship between planning and control is quite obvious, where the planning results
have to be executable by the control system. As such, the vehicle planning needs to be
carefully conducted to explicitly address the vehicle’s innate dynamic and kinematic con-
straints. This generally raises the demand for planning algorithms that can plan efficiently
in the high-dimension control space.
Moreover, the planning results can never be perfectly executed due to the control model
error and the actuator noise. Without accounting for this control limitation, the autonomous
driving safety, which has been guaranteed within the planning phase, may easily break
down when the planning results are committed for execution. As such, the autonomous
vehicle planning system needs to recognize the imperfectness of the control system, and
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Figure 1.3 Diagram of thesis scope and outline.
1.3 Thesis Scope
The autonomous vehicle planning is a broad research area covering a large variety of topics.
In this thesis, we focus on the problem of planning under uncertainties for autonomous driv-
ing on the urban road. Specifically, we aim at designing the autonomous vehicle planning
system in a probabilistic manner, such that the uncertainties arising from the control and
perception systems can be properly acknowledged and addressed. Along this way, the gap
between the planning and perception can be filled, and the connection between planning
and control will be tightened as well.
Broadly speaking, the uncertainties involved in the autonomous vehicle planning pro-
cess are summarized into two major types in this thesis: the internal motion uncertainty and
the external situation uncertainty (see Figure 1.3). The internal motion uncertainty, which
arises internally from the control system, stands for the fact that vehicle motion unpre-
dictably deviates from what a dynamics model predicts due to the control model error and
6
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actuator noise. Arising from the perception system, the external situation uncertainty repre-
sents the probabilistic nature of the environment modeling and the corresponding situation
evolution reasoning. This thesis addresses the internal motion uncertainty by proposing a
risk-aware motion planning algorithm for the motion planner. The situation uncertainty
is handled by the decision maker with a situation-aware decision making algorithm being
developed. To facilitate the situation awareness for situation-aware decision making, the
road context learning and its applications for vehicle behavior analysis are developed as
well.
A. Risk-aware Motion Planning
The motion planning problem seeks to search a sequence of control inputs so as to drive
the vehicle from its initial state to the goal state while obeying the kinematic or dynamic
constraints and not colliding with any obstacles. As motion planning algorithms continue
to mature and become more sophisticated, one of the key research focuses is to ensure
the algorithms are applicable to real-world scenarios, where the control model error and
actuator noise are inevitable. The resulting motion uncertainty makes it difficult to ensure
that the autonomous vehicle can always precisely locate at the desired position along the
trajectory, and the collision checking of the trajectory thereby loses its reliability.
In view of this limitation, a risk-aware motion planning algorithm is proposed to im-
prove the robustness of the vehicle motion planner [12]. Given a stochastic model of the
vehicle motion dynamics, we can derive in advance (i.e., before execution) the probabilis-
tic distributions of the vehicle states along the given trajectory. Thereafter, the derived
vehicle state distributions are checked against the obstacles to evaluate the probability of
collision (i.e., collision risk). As such, the conventional collision checking is replaced by
the risk evaluation, and the motion planning can be conducted in a risk-aware manner with
the planned trajectories’ collision risks being bounded.
B. Environment Modeling and Situation Awareness
Unlike human drivers, who have the ability to perceive the environment and extract essen-
tial information to make driving decisions, a well-designed environment model is always
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required by most of the state-of-the-art autonomous vehicles [13–15]. As such, the con-
cept of urban road situation is proposed in this thesis, which is specifically defined as the
integration of the road context and the vehicle motion intention [16]. The road context can
provide a compact representation of the road topology, feature the typical vehicle motion
patterns and encapsulate the traffic rules that regulate the vehicle behaviors. The vehicle
motion intention, moreover, can provide a semantic meaning of the obstacle vehicle’s be-
havior, such that a reliable prediction of its future motion can be achieved.
Given the concept of urban road situation, the challenge now shifts to the situation
awareness, which is also known as the reasoning of the situation evolution. Most of the
existing work on situation awareness follows the general principle of Learning then Pre-
diction; in a sense, the reasoning of the situation evolution is based on the knowledge or
experience learned beforehand. Our research follows a similar principle, where the road
context is learned first by analyzing the vehicle behavior data collected randomly during
our autonomous driving trials. Thereafter, the knowledge of the road context is applied to
facilitate the vehicle behavior analysis and improve the reliability of the situation aware-
ness [17]. The rationale of this proposal can be evidenced by the fact that the vehicle
behaviors are always constrained by the driving context, especially in the structured urban
road environment.
C. Situation-aware Decision Making
The autonomous driving decision making module is in charge of properly maneuvering the
autonomous vehicle’s own behaviors and negotiating with other traffic participants. Toward
this end, the full awareness of the surrounding environment is greatly needed, but difficult
to achieve, as it is always aggravated by the partial observability of the situation evolution.
Given the defined urban road situation, a situation-aware decision making algorithm
for autonomous driving on the urban road is developed [16]. The situation-aware decision
making problem is solved as a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP)
to sophisticatedly address the uncertainties arising from the situation evolution reasoning.
The proposed POMDPmodel can equip the autonomous vehicle with the ability to estimate
and evaluate the outcome of driving decisions, even when the driving situation cannot be
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exactly observed. For the purpose of the real-time application, the online POMDP solver
DESPOT [18] is employed for its computational efficiency.
D. Autonomous Vehicle Planning Framework Design
Up to now, the risk-aware motion planning algorithm and the situation-aware decision
making algorithm have been introduced, where the internal motion uncertainty and exter-
nal situation uncertainty are addressed separately. Safe and efficient autonomous driving,
however, needs the motion planning and decision making to be conducted in an integrated
manner, such that the uncertainties can be handled more comprehensively. As such, a
hierarchical autonomous vehicle planning framework is designed to firmly integrate the
proposed decision making and motion planning algorithms.
1.4 Thesis Contributions
This thesis aims at designing the autonomous vehicle planning system in a probabilistic
manner, such that the autonomous vehicle planning can be more robust to the internal mo-
tion uncertainty and more conscious of the external situation evolution. The contributions
of this thesis can be summarized as:
• A risk-aware motion planning algorithm is proposed to address the motion uncer-
tainty arising from the vehicle control system. The proposed risk-aware motion plan-
ning algorithm is robust to the control model error and the actuator noise, such that
the driving safety can be improved. Compared to existing work, the proposed motion
planning algorithm is less conservative, and can be easily extended for asymptoti-
cally optimal planning in high-dimension space. (Chapter 3 )
• The gap between perception and planning has been properly bridged by the situation-
aware decision making algorithm, while most state-of-the-art autonomous vehicle
systems use separate approaches to perception and planning, with relatively little
work on connecting them. The proposed algorithm is general enough for autonomous
driving on the urban road, which can account for various urban road scenarios, such
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as leader following on a single-lane road, traffic negotiation at the T-junction or
roundabout, and so forth. (Chapter 5)
• In the course of developing the situation-aware decision making algorithm, the con-
cept of an urban road situation is proposed, which has been demonstrated to be ab-
stractive and informative enough for safe driving on the urban road. The correlation
between the vehicle behavior and the road context has also been carefully analyzed
for rational road context learning. The proposed road context inference approach is
robust to the vehicle behavior data noise and can be conducted incrementally. (Chap-
ter 4)
• System-wise, by firmly integrating the risk-aware motion planning and the situation-
aware decision making, an autonomous vehicle planning framework has been prop-
erly developed for autonomous driving on the urban road. Compared to the existing
autonomous vehicle planning frameworks, the proposed one explicitly addresses the
uncertainties from different aspects, i.e., internal motion uncertainty and external sit-
uation uncertainty, at different planning levels, i.e., motion planning and decision
making, in a consistent and comprehensive manner. (Chapter 6)
1.5 Thesis Outline
In summary, this thesis focuses on the problem of planning under uncertainties for au-
tonomous driving on the urban road. After this introductory chapter, this thesis is organized
as follows. Chapter 2 provides a general literature review about the autonomous vehicle
planning techniques in the urban road environment. Chapter 3 details the risk-aware motion
planning algorithm. The road context learning and vehicle behavior analysis are discussed
in Chapter 4. Thereafter, the situation-aware decision making algorithm is presented in
Chapter 5. The autonomous vehicle planning framework design is discussed in Chapter
6, and Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and discusses the future work. The supplementary




Being an essential component of the autonomous vehicle system, the planning function
plays a vital role in autonomous driving, which enables the autonomous vehicle to safely
approach the desired destination and efficiently negotiate with other traffic participants. In
this chapter, the review of autonomous vehicle planning systems will be discussed first.
Afterward three important autonomous vehicle planning functions, i.e., motion planning,
situation awareness, and decision making, will be reviewed in detail.
2.1 Autonomous Vehicle Planning System
Early-stage autonomous vehicles worked in a lane-following manner, where they were
usually designed to perform lane-keeping, cruise control, and some other basic operations.
These systems are called semi-autonomous, in the sense that they had dedicated lanes and
needed human intervention from time to time. The planning systems in these vehicles
therefore are generally immature [1].
In order to spur the innovation of autonomous driving technology, DARPA launched
the DARPA Grand Challenge [4] and DARPA Urban Challenge [5] in 2005 and 2007 re-
spectively. In these two events, the autonomous vehicles were equipped with the ability
to navigate through both the desert course and the urban environment without any human
intervention. Especially, the success of the DARPA Urban Challenge has witnessed the
impressive advances made in autonomous driving technology, which not only revealed the
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challenges residing in autonomous driving [19], but also demonstrated the feasibility of
self-driving in the urban environment [20]. The research carried out in DARPA Urban
Challenge stood as the state-of-the-art at that time, and is still shedding light on the de-
velopment of autonomous vehicles nowadays. Therefore, the planning systems suggested
in the DARPA Urban Challenge will be discussed to provide the first look at autonomous
vehicle planning.
2.1.1 Planning Systems in DARPA Urban Challenge
In the DARPA Urban Challenge, a Route Network Definition File (RNDF), which includes
locations for intersections and selected way-points, plus details of the number of lanes and
directions on road segments, is provided beforehand [21]. A description of the driving tasks
that needs to be carried out is offered as well. During the competition, the driving tasks are
given as individual missions consisting of reaching a set of checkpoints in a certain order.
The autonomous vehicles therefore had to properly plan their maneuvers to safely reach
the checkpoints and efficiently interact with the environment.
Boss, the winning entry of the DARPA Urban Challenge, employed mainly two sepa-
rate strategies to navigate through the urban environment: on-road navigation (lane follow-
ing, intersection negotiation, etc.) and zone navigation (parking, U-turn, etc.) [10]. For
both of these driving strategies, a global mission plan is always generated as the first step
by searching the road network with road blockage detection being enabled. A behavioral
planner is then designed to execute the global mission plan and negotiate with the other
traffic participants. The behavioral planner, more specifically, is structured into three sub-
components: lane-driving, intersection handling, and goal selection for motion planning,
each consisting of a number of sub-behaviors. During the on-road driving, the autonomous
vehicle is provided with a desired lane and takes the end of the lane as the sub-goal for mo-
tion planning using a lattice planning algorithm. For the zone driving, the motion planning
goal is represented as the autonomous vehicle’s desired pose, and the Anytime D* planning
algorithm is employed for its replanning efficiency [22]. A similar framework can also be
found in Junior, Stanford’s entry of DARPA Urban Challenge, where the behavior plan-
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ning is managed by a Finite State Machine (FSM) and a Hybrid A* planning algorithm is
employed for off-road motion planning purposes [15].
Odin, the vehicle which placed third in the DARPA Urban Challenge, also shows a
similar three-level autonomous vehicle planning framework, but with a unique structure for
the behavior planner [23]. Specifically, the behavior planning is performed by considering
several driving behavior options at once, where each behavior is modeled by a nested finite
state machine. The final executed behavior is then chosen by a voting strategy. Placed 4th
in the DARPA Urban Challenge, the Tarlos by the MIT team employed a slightly different
approach for general navigation using a sampling-based motion planner, called closed-loop
Rapidly-exploring Random Trees [24]. Instead of partitioning their planning strategy into
a three-tier hierarchy, a two-tier framework, with a navigator and a motion Planner, is
employed, where the navigator is an implicit combination of the mission planner and the
behavior planner.
Compared to Tarlos, the planning framework of Little Ben, the Ben Franklin Racing
Team’s Entry in the DARPA Urban Challenge, is more dedicated [25]. Similar to the other
teams, the first-stage mission planning is to search the global route consisting of a set
of desired way-points. The behavior planner, thereafter, comes into effect to choose one
of the four purposely designed motion planners for each specific driving scenario, which
includes the lane-following planner, the U-Turn planner, the intersection planner and the
zone-parking planner. Lastly, the autonomous vehicle planning system developed by Team
Cornell can also be split into three primary layers, including the behavioral layer, the tac-
tical layer and the operational layer [26]. The behavioral layer functions as a mission
planner, which is to combine the mission information with sensing information to decide
which driving route and behavior state should be executed. The tactical layer then plans
a contextually appropriate set of actions to accomplish the planned behavior state. With
the road constraints and nearby obstacles being accounted for, the operational layer inter-





After reviewing the planning systems of the six finishers in the DARPA Urban Challenge,
it is observed that the autonomous vehicle planning system is typically consisted of three
sub-systems: route planner, decision maker (or behavior planner), and motion planner. The
route planner is defined at the mission level, which is responsible for searching an optimal
global route through the road network to reach the destination. The action-level or decision-
level behavior planner is in charge of parsing the driving mission into a set of driving
actions and efficiently making driving decisions to interact with the environment. Lastly,
the motion planner is to search the dynamically feasible trajectories and accomplish the
desired driving behaviors. Inheriting from the experience of the DARPA Urban Challenge,
most of the state-of-art autonomous vehicle planning systems follow a similar framework
[27, 28].
Admittedly, the autonomous vehicle planning strategies proposed in the DARPA Urban
Challenge have proven their proper functionality, but they are still not qualified enough for
autonomous driving in a real and uncontrolled urban environment. The driving tasks en-
countered in the DARPA Urban Challenge were provided beforehand; the planning strate-
gies therefore can be carefully designed. As such, the ability of the designed planning
strategies to account for various unexpected driving situations is doubtful. Moreover, the
various uncertainties arising from the control and perception systems are occasionally over-
looked, where the autonomous vehicle is assumed to operate in a fully observed environ-
ment, which, however, is rarely true in the real world. Therefore, the autonomous driving
planning strategies are designed in a probabilistic manner in our study, and we aim at equip-
ping the autonomous vehicle with the ability of learning, such that the autonomous vehicle
can safely and efficiently handle unexpected driving situation.
2.2 Motion Planning
The motion planning problem seeks to search a sequence of control inputs so as to drive
the vehicle from its initial state to the goal state while obeying the dynamic constraints
and not colliding with any obstacles. The algorithm to address this problem is said to
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be complete if it terminates in finite time, returning a valid solution if one exists, and
failure otherwise [29]. A central theme throughout motion planning is to transform the
continuous model into a discrete one [30]. There exist two main alternatives to achieve
this transformation: combinatorial motion planning and sampling-based motion planning.
The combinatorial motion planning algorithms build a discrete representation that exactly
represents the original problem, then utilize searching algorithms for discrete planning. On
the other hand, the sampling-based motion planning algorithms use a collision checking
module to model the configuration space and conduct discrete searching on the samples
[30].
2.2.1 Combinatorial Motion Planning Algorithms
Combinatorial motion planners came around with the development of cell decomposition
methods [31]. These approaches aim at relaxing the completeness requirement to resolu-
tion completeness, namely the ability to return a valid solution, if one exists, when the
resolution parameter of the algorithm is set fine enough. The combinatorial motion plan-
ning algorithms heavily rely on an explicit representation of the obstacles in the workspace,
which is utilized to construct a solution directly. This may result in an excessive compu-
tational burden in high dimensions, and in environments described by a large number of
obstacles. Avoiding such a representation is the main underlying idea leading to the devel-
opment of the sampling-based algorithms.
2.2.2 Sampling-based Motion Planning Algorithms
Instead of using an explicit representation of the environment, the sampling-based motion
planning algorithms rely on random samples and a collision checking module to model
the configuration space, where a set of points sampled from the obstacle-free space are
connected to build a graph of feasible trajectories [32–35]. This graph is then used to
construct the solution to the original motion planning problem. The sampling-based mo-
tion planning algorithms have demonstrated their probabilistic completeness, namely with
enough samples, the probability that it finds an existing solution converges to one. The
most influential state-of-art sampling-based motion planning algorithms are Probabilistic
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RoadMaps (PRM) [32], Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) [33, 34] and Optimal
Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT*) [35]. The philosophy of generating the obstacle-
free random samples is essentially identical in these algorithms, but the way in which they
construct a graph connecting these samples is different.
A. Multi-query Method: Probabilistic Roadmaps
The PRM algorithm and its variants consist of two phases: construction and query [32].
The algorithms first construct a graph (or roadmap), which represents a rich set of collision-
free trajectories, and then answer queries by searching a path that connects the initial state
with the goal state through the roadmap. The PRM algorithm has been reported to perform
well in high-dimensional state spaces. Furthermore, the PRM algorithm is probabilistically
complete, such that the probability of failure decays to zero exponentially with the number
of samples used in the construction of the roadmap [36].
B. Single-query Method: Rapadily-exploring Random Trees
While multiple-query methods had been a focus of robotics research and lots of improve-
ments were suggested in the last two decades [37, 38], many online motion planning prob-
lems do not require multiple queries, because the environment can be dynamic and the
environment may not be available a priori. Therefore, computing a roadmap could be com-
putationally challenging or even infeasible in these applications. Tailored mainly for these
applications, the incremental sampling-based planning algorithms, such as RRT and RRT*,
have emerged as an online, single-query counterpart to PRMs [33–35]. The incremental
nature of these algorithms avoids the necessity to set the number of samples beforehand,
which enables online implementation with the solution being found once the set of trajec-
tories built by the algorithm is rich enough. The RRT algorithm has also been shown to be
probabilistically complete, with an exponential rate of decay for the probability of failure.
The basic version of the RRT algorithm has been extended in several directions and found
many applications in the field of robotics domain and elsewhere [39–43].
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2.2.3 Optimal Motion Planning Algorithms
In addition to the completeness, the quality of the solution returned by a motion planning
algorithm is also important. The problem of computing optimal motion plans has been
proven to be very challenging even for basic cases [44].
In the context of combinatorial motion planning algorithms, the guarantee of optimality
is based on graph searching algorithms, such as Dijkstra [45], and A* [46], applied over a
finite discretization generated beforehand. These algorithms have received a large amount
of attention and have been extended to operate in an anytime fashion [47] and deal with
dynamic environments on various robotic platforms [48–50].
For sampling-based motion planning algorithms, it is often the case that the feasible
trajectory is found quickly, so additional available computation time can then be devoted
to improving the solution with heuristics [24]. Some heuristics are proposed in [51] to
bias the RRT tree growth towards the regions that result in low-cost solutions. Ferguson et
al. in [52] considered running the RRT algorithm multiple times in order to progressively
improve the quality of the solution, which showed that each run of the algorithm results in
a solution with smaller cost. This procedure, however, cannot be guaranteed to converge
to an optimal solution. Criteria for restarting multiple RRT runs were also studied in [53].
A more recent approach is the transition-based RRT (T-RRT) in [54], which is designed
to combine the RRT’s rapid exploration properties with the stochastic global optimization
methods.
The most promising optimal sampling-based planning algorithms are proposed and
detailed in [35]. The broadly used sampling-based motion planning algorithms (e.g. PRM
and RRT) have been proved to converge almost surely to a non-optimal value. The optimal
versions of these algorithms, e.g. PRM* and RRT*, are then introduced, which are able
to provably guarantee the asymptotic optimality of the returned solutions. Thanks to the
asymptotically optimal property, an anytime version of RRT*, namely Anytime RRT*,
is proposed in [55] and has demonstrated its applicability for real-time robotic planning.
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Recently, there is also an increasing number of works with an objective of speeding up the
optimality convergence of RRT* [56, 57].
2.2.4 Motion Planning under Uncertainties
As motion planning algorithms continue to mature and become more sophisticated, one of
the key research focuses is to ensure that the algorithms are applicable to real-world scenar-
ios. In light of this, the problem of motion planning under control disturbance and sensing
noise is attracting increasing research interest recently. Some existing approaches tend to
approximate the vehicle dynamic model to maintain an explicit estimate of the vehicle state
and conduct probabilistic planning on the state estimate to guarantee the success [58–60].
Some other approaches tend to blend planning and control by returning a global control
policy over the entire space. Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), for instance, are able to
take account of motion uncertainty and optimize the probability of success [61].
For systems with Linear dynamics, Quadratic cost and Gaussian noise (LQG), the con-
trol policy can be obtained by employing a Kalman filter [62] to maintain a Gaussian state
estimate and evaluate the planning performance over the mean value of the estimate [58].
Blackmore et al: presented a chance constraint approximation approach in [59] to compute
probabilistically robust trajectories under Gaussian disturbance. To get rid of the LQG
limitation, this work was further improved in [63, 64] to handle non-linear systems with
non-Gaussian disturbance. In order to compute trajectories with smaller sub-optimality,
Ono et al: in [60] presented an Iterative Risk Allocation (IRA) approach by intelligently
allocating risk limit for each chance constraint.
Recognizing the research improvements obtained in sampling-based planning algo-
rithms for deterministic systems, many research works have been proposed to extend
sampling-based planning algorithms to handle stochastic systems. The employment of
the sampling-based planning algorithms can help to leverage their benefits of both the eas-
ier scalability to the high-dimensional space and the reduced planning horizon due to the
piecewise path property. Following the same principle as the earlier chance constraint
approximation approach, Luders et al: proposed a Chance Constraint RRT (CC-RRT) al-
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gorithm in [65] to build the RRT tree with a bounded collision probability. Similarly, the
Particle-RRT proposed in [66] utilizes particles to represent the state distribution along the
RRT tree for space exploring and trajectory evaluation. Moreover, the Belief Roadmap
in [67] performs a belief space planning using factorized covariance for linear systems,
where the computational efficiency can be dramatically improved. While great improve-
ments have been achieved, these approaches can only return sub-optimal trajectories due
to the non-optimality of RRT and PRM [35].
With the emergence of the asymptotically optimal sampling-based motion planning
algorithms (e.g. RRG, RRT*, PRM*), the Rapidly-exploring Random Belief Tree (RRBT)
algorithm proposed in [68] aims at constructing and refining a belief tree by using the RRT*
algorithm to address the motion and sensing uncertainty. Recent work in [69] improves the
CC-RRT by using the RRT* framework instead, which accomplished a robust planning
algorithm with asymptotic optimality being guaranteed.
2.2.5 Discussion
As reviewed above, the motion planning problem has been researched for decades with
an lot of promising algorithms being proposed. The combinatorial motion planning al-
gorithms have demonstrated their proper applicability and efficiency for planning in the
low-dimensional space. The dimension constraint is then released by the sampling-based
motion planning algorithms, which use random samples and a collision checking module
to model the configuration space. The requirements of completeness and optimality have
also been properly considered and addressed.
As motion planning algorithms become widely applied to solve real world planning
problems, the various uncertainties involved in the planning process become inevitable. As
a trend, the extension of sampling-based motion planning algorithms for motion planning
under uncertainties has made impressive achievements, but most of existing algorithms
lack a proper state propagation and neglect the dependency for state distribution modeling.
In sight of this limitation, our research on a risk-aware motion planning algorithm will be
discussed in Chapter 3, where the RRT* algorithm is extended to solve the problem of
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planning under motion uncertainty, and the state dependency is explicitly considered for
state distribution modeling.
2.3 Situation Awareness
Situation awareness, which is also known as the reasoning of the situation evolution, is
a prerequisite for autonomous vehicle planning. Without a comprehensive understanding
of the situation evolution, it is hardly possible to evaluate the potential outcomes of the
planned driving actions. As such, the autonomous vehicle planning can only be conducted
in a greedy and reactive manner, and the driving safety and efficiency cannot be guaranteed.
In order to be aware of the driving situation, the autonomous vehicle needs to properly
acknowledge the road context and analyze the other vehicles’ driving behaviors [16].
2.3.1 Vehicle Behaviors Analysis
Analyzing the vehicle behavior has emerged as an active and challenging research topic
nowadays. The studies in this area take a variety of approaches to characterize the vehicle
behaviors [70]. Early studies aim at labeling vehicle behaviors as either normal or abnor-
mal for the purpose of driving assistance [71, 72]. Thereafter, there came some works
of identifying the specific driving maneuvers, such as overtaking [73], turning [74] and
lane changing [75]. Most recently, more and more research weight is placed on the infer-
ence over the semantic meaning of the vehicle behavior, i.e., motion intention. As such, a
more robust behavior classification and a more accurate motion prediction can be achieved
[76–78].
Generally speaking, most of the studies in the literature follow the rule of Learning then
Reasoning, in the sense that the analysis of the vehicle behavior is driven by the learned
vehicle dynamics or behavior model. The trajectory modeling approaches, for instance,
target predicting a vehicle’s future motion for up to several seconds using the learned pro-
totype trajectories [79, 80]. Depending on the expected learning output, these studies can
be broadly categorized into three major categories: motion pattern or physics model learn-
ing [81], behavior pattern learning [82, 83] and contextual information extraction [84, 85].
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By observing the vehicle’s dynamics over time, the typical motion patterns can be
generalized. The advantage of these techniques is that they are generally applicable and do
not require manual re-training for new scenes. A non-parametric Gaussian Process learning
approach is proposed in [81] to capture the moving obstacles’ motion pattern, which is
then demonstrated in [86] for the safe avoidance of dynamic obstacles. As a limitation, the
motion prediction, however, can only be achieved in a short-term manner due to the lack
of comprehensive vehicle behavior understanding.
In view of the limitation of vehicle motion pattern learning, behavior pattern learning
aims at extracting the semantically meaningful patterns from the observed trajectories. The
Growing Hidden Markov Model (GHMM) is utilized in [82] for vehicle behavior learning.
A topological map of spatial states is built first. It is then connected through the GHMM
to represent the vehicle behaviors. Similarly, a three-level hierarchical learning framework
using HMM is developed in [83] to robustly cluster and model vehicle behavior patterns.
The first level accounts for reasoning about the goals of the scene; the second level performs
spatial clustering of the trajectories; and the final level leverages the resulting clusters for
vehicle behavior pattern modeling. Moreover, the vehicle behaviors are always correlated,
where each vehicle’s behavior is affected by the others. To model this correlation, the
Coupled Hidden Markov Model (CHMM) is employed in [78] to model each vehicle’s
motion intention as a dependency on its neighbors.
Last but not least, the contextual information can help to narrow down the reasoning
scope of the vehicle behaviors, while increasing robustness [87]. A machine learning ap-
proach to infer the road network is studied in [84], which targeted improving the road
network accuracy for better driving assistance. As an extension of contextual information
for autonomous driving, [85] proposed a generic way of employing contextual knowledge,




2.3.2 Road Context Learning
In sight of the obvious benefits of contextual information for autonomous driving, the road
context is usually manually abstracted and represented as a prior Road Network Graph
(RNG) in most of the state-of-art autonomous vehicle systems [13]. While the manually
specified urban road rules have demonstrated their proper functionality for autonomous
driving in the DARPA Urban Challenge, exhaustively listing all possible rule specifications
is time-consuming and carries the risk of introducing unwanted bias when the environment
is changed. Therefore, an automatic approach for road context learning is greatly needed.
While great improvements in road context learning have been achieved, most existing
approaches focus on geometrical and topological road network learning only. The aerial
and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image-based approaches, for instance, are proposed
to extract road networks by employing image processing techniques. Although these ap-
proaches have been practically utilized for driving assistance [88, 89], the further extension
for autonomous driving is obstructed by their poor accuracy.
With the emergence of the mass-manufactured Global Positioning System (GPS) de-
vice, there have been some research efforts on utilizing the abundant GPS data to infer
the road context [90, 91]. While the accuracy shortcoming can be well compensated, its
response to the road context change, however, can be tardy.
Another intuitive approach to road context learning is traffic signs recognition [92, 93],
which is able to provide a number of valuable traffic information, like the speed limit,
driving directions, and so forth. These approaches, however, might become tricky when
the traffic signs become not so obvious to follow, for instance, the traffic signs are damaged,
or the traffic sign styles are not consistent in different regions.
Thanks to recent research advances in vehicle detection and tracking, the trajectory
modeling approach has been widely adopted for road context analysis [83]. The motivation
of these approaches is that the vehicle behavior and the road context are always correlated.
In these works, the complete vehicle trajectories are usually required as a preliminary for
the prototype trajectory extraction. The collection of complete trajectories, however, can
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be troublesome in cluttered urban environment, where missing observations are quite com-
mon due to sensing occlusion. Although infrastructural sensors, e.g., surveillance cameras,
can favorably alleviate this limitation [94], their extension to a larger operating area is
impeded by their static property. Recognizing the difficulty of performing trajectory col-
lection, Agamennoni et al. proposed a two-stage approach, i.e., sampling and linking, for
road map inference in [84, 95], but the learning process is in a deterministic manner, and
the sensing uncertainty is overlooked.
2.3.3 Discussion
Proper situation awareness requires both the knowledge of driving context and the analysis
of other vehicles’ behaviors. The review of the existing works reveals the correlation be-
tween the road context and vehicle behavior, where the road context can be inferred from
the vehicle behaviors and the learned road context is able to facilitate the vehicle behavior
analysis.
While significant achievements have been made in both road context learning and ve-
hicle behavior analysis, a general approach to interleave them is still lacking. Motivated
by this fact, our research work into road context inference and its application to vehicle
behavior analysis will be presented in Chapter 4.
2.4 Decision Making
Decision making is the process of identifying and choosing alternatives based on the val-
ues and preferences of the decision maker, and has been widely employed in various fields.
As an essential component of the autonomous vehicle planning systems, the autonomous
driving decision making has been actively researched in the past decade. In the literature,
the autonomous vehicle decision maker is usually designed in either a reactive or a delib-
erative manner. The reactive decision maker relies on local or temporal information that
is collected online, and links the response or reaction with the sensing by combining the
decisions made by both the human and the machine [96]. On the other hand, given the
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proper reasoning of the situation evolution, the decision maker can think and act deliber-
ately [97, 98].
2.4.1 Reactive Decision Making
The most common approach for autonomous driving decision making is to manually tailor
the specific action sets for different driving scenarios using a Finite State Machine or sim-
ilar frameworks like behavior trees. For instance, the vehicle Junior in the DARPA Urban
Challenge designed a state machine for behavior control, where the behavior transitions
were triggered by events characterized by the temporal sensing information [15]. As a
milestone of autonomous vehicle development, this strategy has been widely adopted by
many other vehicle platforms [99].
While great achievements have been made, these approaches are functioning in a reac-
tive and greedy manner, which lacks the comprehensive understanding of the environment.
The absence of the full situation awareness can make the driving decisions danger-prone,
which was evidenced by an incident during the DARPA Urban Challenge [19].
2.4.2 Deliberative Decision Making
Recognized the shortcomings of reactive decision making, the research interest in extend-
ing road context learning and vehicle behavior analysis for deliberative decision making
is increasing [78, 97, 100]. Road context learning and vehicle behavior analysis can fa-
vorably improve the robustness and the accuracy of the situation evolution reasoning, such
that the autonomous driving decision making can be conducted safely and intelligently by
evaluating the potential outcomes. The inevitable uncertainties arising from road context
learning and vehicle behavior analysis, however, need to be carefully addressed within the
decision making phase, which has been recognized as a challenge for deliberative decision
making [98].
As a principled mathematical framework for planning under uncertainty, POMDP and
its variants, which can properly integrate the situation awareness and decision making, have
emerged as a novel solution for autonomous driving decision making. An intention-aware
decision making algorithm using MOMDP [101] is presented in [76] for autonomous vehi-
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cle speed control, where the vehicle motion is assumed to be driven by the corresponding
motion intentions that are defined as their hidden destinations. A similar work was then
applied to a clustered pedestrian environment in [102].
Besides intention-aware decision making, Brechtel et al. presented a probabilistic deci-
sion making module using continuous POMDP in [103], whose interest is in balancing the
exploration and exploitation to account for the incomplete perception issue. The vehicle
behavior uncertainty, however, is not explicitly considered. Similarly, Wei et al. presented
a QMDP-based approach to account for the perception limitation in [104]. Moreover, the
work proposed in [105] aims to employ POMDP to solve the decision making problem for
lane change behavior, which, however, is too specific for other driving scenarios.
2.4.3 Partially Observable Markov Decision Process
While the research interest in applying POMDP for autonomous vehicle decision making
is increasing, there still arise many concerns about the POMDP’s computational tractabil-
ity issue. Generally speaking, POMDP provides a general sequential decision making
framework to yield globally optimal policies subject to various uncertainties, but it is also
computation-intensive and scales poorly with increasing number of state (curse of dimen-
sionality) and planning horizon (curse of history) [106].
Thanks to the recent advances in POMDP research, a variety of general and domain-
specific POMDP solvers, which seek to approximate the solution to improve the computa-
tional tractability [107, 108], have become available. Depending on the working principle,
most of the existing POMDP solvers can be classified into two major types: offline policy
computation and online searching.
For offline policy computation, the agent computes beforehand a policy contingent
upon all possible future scenarios and executes the computed policy based on the obser-
vations received. Although offline policy computation algorithms have achieved dramatic
progress in computing near-optimal policies [108–110], they are difficult to scale up to
very large POMDP, because of the exponential number of future scenarios that must be
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considered. Moreover, small changes in the environment’s dynamics require recomputing
the full policy.
On the other hand, online searching algorithms interleave planning and execution, and
try to circumvent the complexity of computing a policy by planning online only for the
current belief state. In other words, the agent searches for a single best action for the
current belief, executes the action, and updates the belief [111]. This process repeats at
the new belief until the task is accomplished. As such, online POMDP planning is more
applicable to the dynamic environment compared to offline policy computation approaches,
because the environment changes can be easily handled without much more computation.
2.4.4 Discussion
While the applicability of reactive decision making has been widely recognized, the lack
of comprehensive environment understanding makes the driving decisions sub-optimal in
most cases. In contrast, POMDP has emerged as a general framework to solve the envi-
ronment evolution reasoning and decision making in a deliberative manner. The recent
research advance in online POMDP also fosters its applications in various realistic prob-
lems. In light of these achievements, a situation-aware decision making algorithm using
online POMDP will be discussed in Chapter 5.
2.5 Summary
This chapter studied the history and current status of autonomous vehicle planning system
and discussed the ongoing research trends. Three autonomous vehicle planning functions,
including motion planning, situation awareness, and decision making, were highlighted
and reviewed in detail. The studies on these three topics are the main body of this thesis
and will be presented in the following chapters.
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Risk-aware Motion Planning under
Motion Uncertainty using CC-RRT*-D
3.1 Introduction
As motion planning algorithms continue to become more sophisticated, a key research
focus is ensuring the algorithms are applicable to real-world scenarios, in which motion
uncertainty is inevitable. The motion uncertainty stands for the fact that vehicle motion
unpredictably deviates from what a dynamics model predicts due to the model error or
actuator noise. The motion uncertainty makes it difficult to ensure that the autonomous
vehicle can always precisely locate at the desired position along the trajectory, and the
collision checking thereby loses its reliability.
In view of this limitation, this chapter considers the problem of motion planning for
linear systems subject to Gaussian motion disturbance, and a risk-aware planning algo-
rithm, CC-RRT*-D, is proposed. CC-RRT*-D employs the chance constraint approxima-
tion and leverages the asymptotically optimal property of the RRT* algorithm to search
risk-aware and asymptotically optimal trajectories. More specifically, the RRT* algorithm
is employed for space exploration and trajectory searching, and the state propagation is
conducted to derive in advance (i.e., before execution) the state distributions along the
RRT* tree. The chance constraint approximation, thereafter, will come into effect to eval-
uate the collision risk of the RRT* tree. Consequently, a probabilistically feasible tree
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will be expanded incrementally over the entire space. By explicitly considering the state
dependency within the state propagation process, the over-conservative problem of chance
constraint approximation can be alleviated. Extensive computational experiments show
that CC-RRT*-D is more efficient and less conservative compared with the existing algo-
rithms. The real experiment of obstacle avoidance on an autonomous vehicle suggests that
the proposed algorithm is applicable to real-time motion planning.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 formulates the mo-
tion planning problem to be solved. The details of the proposed risk-aware motion planning
algorithm are discussed in Section 3.3. The experiment results are presented in Section 3.4,
and this chapter is concluded in Section 3.5
3.2 Problem Statement
Let X  Rnx be the state space and let U  Rnu be the control space, where nx and nu
denote the dimension of state space and control space, respectively. Let the obstacle-free
space be represented as XF  X , which thereby can take the form as,
XF = X   X1   : : : XK ; (3.1)
where Xk; k 2 f1; :::; Kg are convex polyhedral that models the obstacle-occupied region,
and operator " " denotes set subtraction.
We assume that applying a control input ut 2 U at stage t brings the vehicle from state
xt 2 X to state xt+1 2 X according to the following stochastic model,
xt+1 = f(xt; ut;mt);
mt  N (0;Mt), x0  N (x0; x0); (3.2)
where mt 2 Rnu is the Gaussian motion disturbance with covariance Mt that is imposed
on the control input and x0 is the initial state modeled as a Gaussian distribution with mean
x0 and covariance x0 . The state transition function f is assumed to be either linear or
locally well approximated by its linearization.
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Let Xgoal denote the goal region, and let  denote a trajectory defined as a series of
states and control inputs  = fx0; u0; :::; xT ; uTg that starts from x0 and ends at the goal
region as xT 2 Xgoal. The risk-aware motion planning under motion uncertainty seeks to







subject to Equation (3:2);
and Pr(xt =2 XF )  ;8t 2 f0; 1; : : : ; Tg; (3.3)
where C(x; u) : X  U ! R+ is the cost function to be minimized. Due to the motion
uncertainty, the state xt at stage t 2 f0; 1; : : : ; Tg cannot be perfectly measured, so it is
therefore modeled as a probabilistic distribution Pr(xt). The collision checking over xt
is thereby replaced by the collision risk evaluation Pr(xt =2 XF )  ;8t 2 f0; 1; : : : ; Tg,
where  is a bound for the collision risk. The optimal trajectory, therefore, is considered as
the one providing the minimum expected cost while maintaining a bounded collision risk.
3.3 Risk-aware Planning under Motion Uncertainty
This section details the risk-aware planning algorithm for a system under motion uncer-
tainty, where the chance constraint approximation, the conditional state propagation and
the proposed motion planning algorithm will be discussed step by step.
3.3.1 Chance Constraints
Given a convex polyhedral obstacle Xk  X ; k 2 f1; : : : ; Kg defined by L linear seg-
ments, the event that the vehicle collides with obstacle Xk at stage t can be modeled as a
conjunction of linear constraints on the state xt,
^
i=1;:::;L
aTi xt < bi; (3.4)
where ai and bi are the vectors that model the ith linear constraint.
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If xt is modeled as a probabilistic distribution at stage t, the collision with the obstacle
then can be evaluated as the probability of Equation (3.4) being satisfied. Recognizing that
the obstacle is assumed to be convex, the probability of any of the linear constraints in
Equation (3.4) being satisfied is an upper bound on the obstacle-colliding probability,
Pr(xt 2 Xk) = Pr(
^
i=1;:::;L
aTi xt < bi)  Pr(aTi xt < bi): (3.5)
Assume that the state xt  N (xt; xt) follows a Gaussian distribution with mean xt
and covariance xt , and define an affine transform as ATit = aTi xt   bi. The probability
of the ith linear constraint being satisfied then can be calculated as,
Pr(ATit < 0) = [1  erf((aTi xt   bi)=
q
2aTi xtai)]=2; (3.6)
where erf denotes the standard error function [112]. This result can be inserted into the
usage of Boole’s inequality in Equation (3.5) to give an approximated evaluation of the
obstacle colliding probability as,
Pr(xt 2 Xk) = min
i2f1;:::;Lg
Pr(ATit < 0): (3.7)
Extend the collision risk evaluation to multiple obstacles, and let Pr[k]t = Pr(xt 2
Xk); k 2 f1; : : : ; Kg denote the probability of xt colliding with obstacle k, which has been
addressed in Equation (3.7). The overall collision risk is then loosely defined as,





which might not reflect the true risk, but provides a conservative approximation by consid-
ering the worst case.
3.3.2 Conditional State Propagation
In principle, the proposed approach applies to linear dynamics, but considering the fact
that the vehicle will always be controlled to stay close to the nominal trajectory during
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Figure 3.1 Illustration of conditional state propagation: conditional state propagation based
state distribution is represented as red ellipses, and the black dashed ellipses denote the
state distribution without using conditional state propagation.
execution, we assume that the non-linear vehicle model can be locally linearized around
the nominal trajectory as,
x^t = Atx^t 1 +Btu^t + Vtmt; (3.9)
where
x^t = xt   xt ;
u^t = ut   ut (3.10)





















are the Jacobian matrices of f along the nominal trajectory.
Due to the motion uncertainty, the true state xt as well as the state deviation x^t cannot be
perfectly measured, so a Kalman Filter is employed for state estimation by approximating
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the distribution of x^t as Gaussian with mean ^xt and covariancex^t (x^t will be represented
as t in what follows for notational clarity). Many previous works use the maximum
likelihood measurement model to update the estimate, which, however, cannot reflect the
true state distributions. Instead, the maximum likelihood model only measures how the
state distribution can be inferred in the best case. Hence the estimate of x^t is given as
following without measurement update,
^xt = At ^xt 1 +Btu^t;
t = Att 1ATt + VtMtV
T
t : (3.12)
Thereafter, the probabilistic distribution of xt can be given as, xt  N (^xt+xt ; t), where
xt = ^xt + x

t denotes the mean of xt.
The state propagation in Equation (3.12) has shown its functionality in many exist-
ing works; the state dependency, however, is not properly considered. Recalling the state
transition function in Equation (3.2), the state xt 1 needs to be collision-free in order to
propagate the next state xt, otherwise the feasibility of xt is questionable. In other words,
the distribution of xt should be given as Pr(xt j
V
=0:t 1 x 2 XF ), which means the
distribution of xt should be strictly conditional on its previous states being collision-free.
To properly address the state dependency within the state propagation process, two
notations are introduced first, i.e., xtjk and ~xtjk. The state xtjk represents the estimate of xt
conditional on the state x being collision-free for all stages  = 0 : k and ~xtjk denotes the
distribution of xtjk as,
xtjk  ~xtjk = Pr(xt j
^
=0:k
x 2 XF ): (3.13)
Given the definition of xtjk, the distribution of xt thereby can be reformulated as ~xtjt 1 =
Pr(xt j
V
=0:t 1 x 2 XF ), and xtjt 1 is not ensured to be collision-free given this distribu-
tion. As a consequence, the state dependency will break down if xtjt 1 is applied directly
to propagate the state xt+1. In this study, we seek to extract the collision-free part of ~xtjt 1
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and model it as a new distribution ~xtjt, such that state xt+1 can be propagated from ~xtjt
instead.
Let’s consider the case in which ~xtjt 1 is a GaussianN (xtjt 1; tjt 1), then its collision-
free part w.r.t. a convex polyhedral obstacle can be approximated as a Gaussian as well by
following the method proposed in [112]. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, this can be achieved
by truncating the distributionN (xtjt 1; tjt 1) against the linear constraints defined by the
obstacle, resulting in a shift of mean and covariance by xt and t,
xtjt = xtjt 1  xt;
tjt = tjt 1  t; (3.14)
where xtjt and tjt represent the mean and covariance of ~xtjt.
Given a linear constraint aTxtjt 1  b, the shift xt and t can be given as,







where  = b
Tx^tjt 1p
aTtjt 1a
denotes the degree of truncation, and  = pdf()
1 cdf() is the ratio of
the standard Gaussian probability distribution function pdf and the cumulative distribution
function cdf evaluated at . Because of the approximation made in Equation (3.7), extend-
ing this strategy to the obstacle defined by L linear constraints is straightforward, where
the truncation is only applied to the linear constraint [a;b] that returns the minimum risk,
[a;b] = arg min
[ai;bi]
Pr(aixtjt 1 < bi); i 2 f1; : : : ; Lg: (3.16)
Furthermore, let’s consider the multiple obstacle case, and let [x[k]t ; 
[k]
t ] be the shift pair
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Algorithm 1: Conditional State Propagation
input : ~xt 1jt 1 = N (xt 1jt 1; t 1jt 1)
output : ~xtjt
1 ^xt 1jt 1 = xt 1jt 1   xt 1
2 ^xtjt 1 = At ^xt 1jt 1 +Bt(u^t)
3 tjt 1 = Att 1jt 1ATt + VtMtV
T
t
4 xtjt 1 = ^xtjt 1 + xt
5 ~xtjt 1 = N (xtjt 1; tjt 1)
6 if DegreeTrunc(~xtjt 1) > ! then
7 [xt; t] Truncation(~xtjt 1)
8 xtjt = xtjt 1  xt
9 tjt = tjt 1  t
10 return ~xtjt = N (xtjt; tjt)
11 else
12 return ~xtjt = N (xtjt 1; tjt 1)
13 end
Given the above analysis, the conditional state propagation is summarized as Algorithm
1. At each stage t of conditional state propagation, the distribution ~xtjt 1 is truncated if the
degree of truncation returned by function DegreeTrunc is over the desired threshold !.
After that, the truncated distributionN (x^tjt; tjt) is utilized for the propagation of the next
stage t + 1. Because of the mean shift xt, using ~xtjt to propagate the next stage will
introduce a certain deviation from the nominal trajectory (red dashed curve in Figure 3.1),
which is assumed to be negligible when the interval between stage t and stage t + 1 is
small enough. Consequently, the overall collision risk of a trajectory  consisting of states
fx0; x1; :::; xTg can be given as,
Pr( 2 XF ) =
TY
t=0
Pr(xtjt 1 2 XF ); (3.18)
which is less conservative than the approximation Pr( 2 XF ) 
QT
t=0 Pr(xt 2 XF ) made
by most of the existing approaches.
3.3.3 CC-RRT*-D Algorithm
After the discussion of the chance constraint approximation and the conditional state prop-
agation, the proposed CC-RRT*-D algorithm will be detailed in this section. In short, the
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Algorithm 2: CC-RRT*-D Tree Expansion
input :xinit
output :T = (V;E)
1 T  InitializeTree()
2 T  InsertNode(;; xinit; T )
3 for i 1 to N do
4 xrand  Sample()
5 xnearest  Nearest(T; xrand)
6 (xnew; unew; new) Steer(xnearest; xrand)
7 if RiskFeasible(xnearest; unew; xnew) then
8 Xnear  Near(T; xnew; )
9 xmin  Parent(Xnear; xnew)
10 T  InsertNode(xmin; xnew; )
11 T  Rewire(T;Xnear; xmin; xnew)
12 end
13 end
14 return T = (V;E)
RRT* algorithm is employed for space exploration and trajectory searching, and the condi-
tional state propagation is used to derive in advance the state distributions along the RRT*
tree. The chance constraint approximation, thereafter, will be used to evaluate the collision
risk of the RRT* tree, and a probabilistically feasible tree can be expanded incrementally
over the entire space. The problem stated in Equation (3.3) can thereby be properly ad-
dressed.
The CC-RRT*-D tree expansion algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 2. In each iteration,
the Sample function generates independent, identically distributed samples for space ex-
ploration. Then the nearest node in terms of a certain distance metric is identified, and
the Steer function is applied to compute a trajectory segment new connecting the near-
est node with an intermediate state xnew. The function RiskFeasible in Algorithm 3
acts as an alternative to the collision checker, which employs Algorithm 1 to propagate the
states’ distribution along the nominal path, and evaluates the risk of collision using Equa-
tion (3.8), which will return true if the given trajectory is probabilistically safe. If xnew and
new are probabilistically feasible, a near vertex set Xnew will be returned by the function
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Near(T; x; ) as,
Xnear = fx0 j jjx0   xjj  minf&(log(n)=n)1=d; %g; (3.19)
where d is the dimension of the state, n is the number of vertices in the tree, % is a pre-
defined maximum ball radius and & is a constant [35].
For all the near vertices x 2 Xnear that have a probabilistically feasible connection with
xnew, the best one w.r.t. the objective function, i.e., the sum of current cost J(x) and cost-
to-go C(x; xnew), will be set as the parent of xnew (see Algorithm 4) and inserted into the
tree. Then the Rewire function in Algorithm 5 recalculates the best parents for all vertices
withinXnear. Once the rewiring procedure is necessary, the tree will be reconnected. Then
the rewired vertex together with its children’s distribution are re-propagated in order to
maintain the explicit dependency between the vertices.
Finally, Algorithm 2 builds the probabilistically feasible tree and the solution trajectory
can be asymptomatically optimized by the RRT* algorithm.
3.3.4 Optimality Analysis
The proposed CC-RRT*-D algorithm is built upon the RRT* algorithm, so asymptotic
optimality can be naturally guaranteed by following the principles of the RRT* algorithm.
For the sake of proving the optimality of Algorithm 2, a necessary assumption has been
made as,
Assumption 3.3.1. There exists a ball X " of radius " at every point x 2 X such that for
points x0 2 X ", RXF Pr(x0)dx0 > 1  .
This assumption states that it is possible to move the mean of the distribution within
some ball but not violate the chance constraints, which thereby gives the graph a finite
sample volume to converge in. Based on this assumption, the optimality proof can follow
Theorem 38 in [35].
In addition to the assumption made, the cost function C defined in Algorithm 2 also
needs to stay monotonic and bounded in order to guarantee the optimality [35]. A risk-
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Algorithm 3: RiskFeasible(xstart; u; xend)
input :xstart; u; xend
output :True=False
1 N (x0j0; 0j0) xstart
2 for t 1 to k do
3 ~xtjt 1  Propagate(N (xt 1jt 1; t 1jt 1); u)
4 if Pr(xtjt 1 =2 XF ) >  then
5 return False
6 end
7 N (xtjt; tjt) Truncate(~xtjt 1)
8 end
9 xend  N (xkjk; kjk)
10 return True
Algorithm 4: Parent(Xnear; xnew)
input :Xnear; xnew
output :xmin; Jmin
1 for x 2 Xnear do
2 (x;; u;; ;) Steer(x; xnew)
3 if RiskFeasible(x;; u;; xnew) then
4 Xsteer  InsertVertex(x)
5 end
6 end
7 Jmin = minx2Xsteer(J(x) + C(x; xnew))
8 xmin = argminx2Xsteer(J(x) + C(x; xnew))
Algorithm 5: Rewire(T;Xnear; xmin; xnew)
input :T;Xnear; xmin; xnew
output :T
1 for x 2 Xnearnxmin do
2 (x;; u;; ;) Steer(xnew; x)
3 if RiskFeasible(xnew; u;; x;) and J(xnew) + C(xnew; x) < J(x) then
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based cost function for trajectory  thereby is defined as,
C() = Length() +  max
t2f0;:::;Tg
r((t)); (3.20)
where r((t)); t 2 f0; :::; Tg denotes the collision risk of trajectory state (t), and  is a
scaling factor to balance the trajectory length Length() and the maximum risk over the
trajectory maxt2f0;:::;Tg r((t)). The trajectory length factor aims at improving the driv-
ing efficiency, and the inclusion of maximum risk over the trajectory is to evaluate the
trajectory’s risky level. Because both Length() and maxt2f0;:::;Tg r((t)) are monotonic
and bounded, this cost function can be easily verified to be able to meet the optimality
requirement.
3.4 Experiment
In this section, we will present the computational experiments to evaluate the performance
of the CC-RRT*-D algorithm, and demonstrate a real experiment on an autonomous vehi-
cle for real-time obstacle avoidance.
3.4.1 Computational Experiment
A. Settings
The computational experiments were implemented on a quad-core 1.6 GHz processor with
4 GB of RAM, and the algorithms were programmed in C++.
The simulation was conducted in a constrained, two-dimensional 10 m  15 m envi-
ronment, which contains two obstacles as in Figure 3.2. The starting location is set as
the bottom-left corner and goal region is located at the top-right corner. Regarding the







375 [vx +vx; vy +vy]T ; (3.21)
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Figure 3.2 Planning results without taking account motion disturbance after 5,000 vertices
trials: (a) shows the planning result of RRT and (b) depicts the planning result of the RRT*,
where the solution trajectory is given as the black line. The trajectories’ collision risks,
ranging from 0.0 to 0.5, are demonstrated by the color scales, and the region highlighted
by the light blue rectangle in (b) is associated with relatively higher collision risk.
where t = 0:1 s is the duration of each time step and the speed limit is set as jvxj 
10m=s; jvyj  10m=s. The initial state x0 is subjected to a Gaussian localization error:
x0  N (x0; 0), 0 = [ 0:5 00 0:5 ], and the motion disturbance is imposed on the input







. The collision risk bound  is set as 0.05
and the degree of truncation threshold is set as 0.005.
B. Results
Figure 3.2 represents the planning results using both RRT and RRT* after 5,000 vertices
trials, where the motion uncertainty is not considered. The trajectory length is defined as
the objective function, and the solution trajectory is represented by the black line, from
which we can find that RRT, unlike RRT*, lacks the ability to ensure the trajectory opti-
mality. The trajectories’ collision risks, ranging from 0.0 to 0.5, are demonstrated by the
color scales. Obviously, the collision risk is increasing when the obstacles are approached,
and the region highlighted by the light blue rectangle in Figure 3.2(b) is associated with
relatively higher collision risk, which will result in a bottleneck when motion disturbance
is imposed.
Thereafter, we compared the planning results of our proposed algorithm (CC-RRT*-D)
with a previous related approach CC-RRT* [69], in which state dependency is not properly
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considered. To further investigate the impact of state dependency on planning performance,
another algorithm called CC-RRT*-R was included for comparison as well. CC-RRT*-R
shares the same framework with Algorithm 2 but uses Equation (3.12) for state propagation
instead. More specifically, the comparison between CC-RRT* and CC-RRT*-R is to show
the necessity of state re-propagation when the rewiring procedure occurs. By comparing
CC-RRT*-R and CC-RRT*-D, we can observe the improvements obtained in solving the
over-conservative issue of chance constraint approximation. Without the loss of general-
ity, trajectory length is defined as the cost function. 2,000 vertices were computed each
time, and each algorithm was tested 20 times. The probabilistically feasible tree for each
algorithm is then demonstrated in Figure 3.3.
Firstly, we want to explore the necessity of state re-propagation when the RRT* rewiring
procedure occurs, and we start from analyzing how the vertices are expanded in the region
between the two white obstacles (shown in Figure 3.3). Compared to CC-RRT*-R, we
found that CC-RRT* needs much more effort to pass through this constrained region, and
a large number of vertices end up being expanded in the lower part of the environment by
CC-RRT*. As such, the solution trajectory found by CC-RRT* is longer and more conser-
vative. This can be further verified by the planning results in Table 3.1, where CC-RRT*
needs around 465 vertices to find a feasible solution but CC-RRT*-R only takes about
372 vertices. The underlying reason for this difference is that each state’s distribution is
a function of the motion disturbance that is imposed on the state propagation. For this
particular case, the shorter trajectory requires less control effort, therefore less motion dis-
turbance is imposed on the state propagation. When the state’s distance to the initial state
is converging, its distribution variance should also converge. However, CC-RRT* lacks
the functionality to update the state distribution when the rewiring procedure is performed,
and the convergence of the state distribution therefore cannot be guaranteed. On the other
hand, the re-propagation process in CC-RRT*-R can ensure this convergence, such that
CC-RRT*-R can handle the bottleneck more efficiently.
Now let us move to the comparison between CC-RRT*-R (see Figure 3.3(b)) and CC-
RRT*-D (see Figure 3.3(c)). Obviously, the CC-RRT*-R tree is more conservative than
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Table 3.1 Number of Vertices Needed to Find Feasible Trajectory (20 Trials)
CC-RRT* CC-RRT*-R CC-RRT*-D
Average 465.5 372.8 388.0
Stdev. 229.0 174.1 166.65
Min. 262 186 190





Figure 3.3 Probabilistically feasible trees of three algorithms using length-based cost func-
tion over 2,000 vertices trials: (a) CC-RRT*, (b) CC-RRT*-R and (c) CC-RRT*-D.
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that of CC-RRT*-D, and the solution trajectory returned by CC-RRT*-D is shorter. This is
consistent with our previous discussion in Section 3.3.2, where the conditional state propa-
gation is able to alleviate the over-conservative issue of chance constraint approximation.
In order to provide a more intuitive comparison of the planning performance, Figure 3.4
charts the solution trajectory’s length versus the number of vertices. The median over 20
trials for each algorithm is plotted, and one can easily see that the solution trajectories are
asymptotically optimized. As expected, CC-RRT*-D returned the shortest trajectory, and
the solution trajectory returned by CC-RRT*-R is relatively shorter than that of CC-RRT*.
Moreover, the computation time versus the number of vertices is charted in Figure 3.5,
which is to evaluate the planning efficiency. In the early stage, CC-RRT* spent much more
time on finding feasible vertices to travel through the bottleneck region. After that, the
CC-RRT* tree can be quickly expanded after a feasible trajectory is found. Overall, CC-
RRT* is more computationally efficient than CC-RRT*-R, which is reasonable because
CC-RRT*-R requires additional computation for state re-propagation after the CC-RRT*-
R tree is rewired. While additional computation is also required by CC-RRT*-D for state
re-propagation and distribution truncation, the less conservative property makes CC-RRT*-
D take the least time to expand the tree.
To validate the risk-based cost function discussed in Section 3.3.4, Figure 3.6 demon-
strates the planning results using the risk-based cost function with the scaling factor  = 10.
The resulting probabilistically feasible trees present significant qualitative difference from
those in Figure 3.3. The trajectories in Figure 3.6 tend to travel toward the obstacle surfaces,
such that the duration spent by traveling in the high-risk regions can be minimized. The
solution trajectory can thereby properly trade off between trajectory length and collision
risk. In Figure 3.3, however, the trajectories passing around obstacles tend to be parallel
with the obstacle surfaces, which aims at minimizing the trajectory length instead.
Thereafter, we extended the previous evaluations to a system with high motion distur-






Sharing the same settings, CC-RRT*-R and CC-RRT*-D were evaluated over 5,000 ver-
tices and the resulting probabilistically feasible trees are demonstrated in Figure 3.7. Due
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Figure 3.4 Evolution of solution trajectory’s length over 2,000 vertices trials.























Figure 3.5 Computation time versus the number of vertex over 2,000 vertices trials.
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Figure 3.6 Probabilistically feasible trees of three algorithms using risk-based cost function





Figure 3.7 Probabilistically feasible trees of CC-RRT*-R and CC-RRT*-D under high mo-
tion disturbance: a) CC-RRT*-R failed to find a solution trajectory, b) CC-RRT*-D using









Figure 3.8 Conditional state propagation extended to CC-RRT: a) CC-RRT without using
conditional state propagation and b) CC-RRT using conditional state propagation.
to the over-conservativeness of chance constraint approximation, CC-RRT*-R failed to re-
turn a solution trajectory, as shown in Figure 3.7(a). On the other hand, solution trajectories
can be efficiently found by CC-RRT*-D after about 1,500 vertices trials using two different
objective functions, as shown Figure 3.7(b) and Figure 3.7(c) respectively.
Moreover, the extension of the conditional state propagation for CC-RRT [65] was
also implemented. Figure 3.8 represents the comparison between the CC-RRT tree with
and without using conditional state propagation after 1,000 vertices trials. In contrast to
CC-RRT in Figure 3.8(a) that fails to find a solution, CC-RRT using conditional state
propagation can efficiently handle the constrained region in Figure 3.8(b).
Last but not least, some addition statistical tests on a broader range of obstacle fields
were performed. Given the same environment size and planning settings (e.g., stochastic
system model, staring and goal positions) as in Section 3.4.1, we randomly generated 500
polyhedral obstacle fields using 5 different obstacle densities1, where 100 obstacle fields
were generated for each obstacle density. Thereafter, three algorithms, i.e., CC-RRT*, CC-
RRT*-R and CC-RRT*-D, were evaluated for each obstacle field. To evaluate the achieve-
ments we have made to resolve the over-conservative issue, two metrics are computed and
presented in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10. As shown in Figure 3.9, the first metric we mea-
sured is the success rate of finding a feasible trajectory after the 2000-vertices trial. As the
1Obstacle_Density = Area_of_Obstacle_Field / Area_of_Environment
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Figure 3.9 Success rate of finding a feasible trajectory when planning on the randomly
generated polyhedral obstacle fields.
Figure 3.10 Average number of vertices needed to find a feasible trajectory when planning




Figure 3.11 Real-time experiment setup for CC-RRT*-D evaluation: a) Autonomous vehi-
cle mounted with various sensors; b) Experiment scenario: the autonomous vehicle needs
to avoid the front vehicle and navigate to the destination that marked with a red arrow.
environment getting denser and more cluttered, the success rate is gradually dropping for
all these three algorithms. As we expected, CC-RRT*-D has a higher success rate than that
of CC-RRT* and CC-RRT*-R. Besides the success rate, the second metric, i.e., the average
number of vertices needed to find a feasible trajectory, is shown in Figure 3.10. In line with
our earlier discussion, more vertices is required by CC-RRT* to search a probabilistically
feasible trajectory, but CC-RRT*-D is able to efficiently handle those constrained regions.
To summarize, the presented computational experiments have verified the necessity
of re-propagation when the tree rewiring occurs, and the introduction of conditional state
propagation can improve the over-conservative result in chance constraint approximation.
3.4.2 Real-time Experiment for Obstacle Avoidance
Besides the extensive computational experiments, we also implemented real-time obstacle
avoidance using the proposed CC-RRT*-D on an autonomous vehicle (see Figure 3.11(a)).
A. Settings
Regarding the system model, the vehicle state x = [x; y; ]T is composed of its position
[x; y]T, and orientation . The control input u = [v; ]T, consisting of its speed v and
steering angle , is corrupted by the motion disturbancem = [v; ]T  N (0;M). Due
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to the innate vehicle kinematic constraint, the stochastic system model is given as,
f(x; u;m) =
266664
x + (v +v)cost
y + (v +v)sint
 + (v +v)tan(+)t=l
377775 ; (3.22)
where t is the duration of each time step and l is the distance between front and rear
axle. The speed limit is set to jvj  1:0 m=s and the motion disturbance is modeled as
m  N  0;  0:1m=s 0
0 0:1rad

. Also, the collision risk bound  is set to 0:1, and the objective
function is defined as the trajectory length. The experimental scenario is depicted in Figure
3.11(b), where the autonomous vehicle received a task of navigating to the parking yard
exit (red arrow in the top-right of Figure 3.11(b)), meanwhile gracefully avoiding the front
vehicle occupying the road.
B. Result
The vehicle was localized first using the Monte-Carlo Localization algorithm [113], and the
initial state distribution was approximated as a Gaussian by clustering the particles. Then
the obstacle detection and classification module was called to perceive the front vehicle.
Based on the obstacle classification result, the front vehicle was modeled as a rectangle
consisting of four linear constraints, which can be visualized in Figure 3.13(a).
After the planning trial consisting of 86 vertices, the CC-RRT*-D tree and the solution
trajectory is given in Figure 3.13(a). As expected, the tree is bounded within a probabilis-
tically feasible region imposed by the chance constraint. The solution trajectory was then
executed as in Figure 3.13 (b)-(d), where the red curve indicates the autonomous vehicle’s
driving trace. Although the solution trajectory cannot be tracked closely due to the motion
disturbance and localization error, the autonomous vehicle can still safely and smoothly
avoid the front obstacle.
To further evaluate CC-RRT*-D’s efficiency for real-time motion planning, this obsta-








































Figure 3.12 Evaluation of CC-RRT*-D’s efficiency for real-time motion planning: the av-
eraged planning time and the number of vertices used to find a feasible trajectory are eval-
uated w.r.t. the obstacle clearance.
of obstacle clearance (i.e., the distance to the front vehicle), where five experimental trials
were conducted for each setting of obstacle clearance.
The averaged planning time (i.e., time consumed to plan a feasible trajectory) w.r.t. the
obstacle clearance is depicted in Figure 3.12. As the obstacle clearance was increased, the
planning time decreased first and grew a bit afterward. This is because the CC-RRT*-D
algorithm experiences less difficulty in searching a feasible trajectory when the planning
space is less constrained. However, when the planning space turned out to be quite free,
more planning time are needed to explore the entire space and optimize the solution trajec-
tory. This is evidenced by the number of vertices used to find a feasible trajectory, where
the number of CC-RRT*-D vertices increased gradually when the obstacle clearance is
increased.
Given these experimental results, we can find that the proposed CC-RRT*-D algorithm
is safe and efficient enough for real-time motion planning.
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3.5 Summary
This chapter introduced the CC-RRT*-D algorithm for risk-aware planning under motion
uncertainty. The algorithm leveraged the asymptotic optimal property of the RRT* frame-
work and employed the chance constraint approximation to compute risk-aware and asymp-
totically optimal trajectories. State dependency was explicitly considered by the proposed
algorithm, whose necessity had been extensively verified by the experiment results. The
employment of conditional state propagation can help to resolve the over-conservative is-
sue of many existing works. The consistent experiment results showed that the CC-RRT*-
D algorithm can address the internal motion uncertainty in a safe and efficient manner.
The internal motion uncertainty has been addressed in this chapter, and the external





Figure 3.13 Real-time experiment on an autonomous vehicle for obstacle avoidance. The
planning result is shown in (a) after 86 vertices trials, where the solution trajectory is
indicated as the green curve. The execution process is in (b)-(d), where the red curve is the




Road Context Inference and
Applications for Vehicle Behavior
Analysis
4.1 Introduction
As the autonomous vehicles venture out onto the urban roads, the recognition of the road
context is always essential, because safe driving requires a comprehensive understanding of
the environment. The road context can be employed to not only regularize the autonomous
vehicles’ own behavior, but also narrow down the reasoning scope of other vehicles’ driv-
ing behaviors [87].
Acknowledging the correlation between the vehicle behavior and the road context, a
probabilistic approach for road context inference is proposed in this chapter. Instead of
purely focusing on spatial analysis [84] or motion pattern learning [81], the vehicle be-
haviors are systematically analyzed from different aspects in the proposed approach, and
the road context is inferred in a consistent and integrated manner. More specifically, the
proposed approach aims at extracting the consistencies within the observed vehicle behav-
iors to model the road context, which consists of three stages: Topology Learning, Motion
Learning and Rule Learning. Given the randomly-collected vehicle behavior data, the
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topology learning is to analyze the spatial distributions of the vehicle behavior data, and
aims at extracting the topological connectivity of the traversable space, i.e., road topology.
Thereafter, the motion learning is to generalize the typical vehicle motion pattern by ana-
lyzing the vehicle dynamics. Lastly, the road topology and the generalized motion pattern
are integrated to achieve a probabilistic representation of the traffic rules. After the road
context inference, the resulting road context is then extended for the applications of vehi-
cle behavior analysis, including the abnormal driving behavior detection and the long-term
motion prediction. The proposed approach has been validated through a case study of an
urban road that includes round-about and T-junction, and some promising results have been
achieved.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 provides the analysis of the correlation
between vehicle behavior and road context. The overview of the road context learning
system is presented in Section 4.3, after which the proposed approach for probabilistic
road context inference is discussed in Section 4.4. The applications of the inferred road
context for vehicle behavior analysis are demonstrated in Section 4.5. The case study is
discussed in Section 4.6 and this chapter is summarized in Section 4.7.
4.2 Problem Statement
As vehicles are driven on the urban roads, their behaviors are believed to follow a hierarchi-
cal process that can be divided into three levels: Activity, Action, and Trajectory [83]. Each
activity is accomplished by a sequence of actions that comply with the traffic rules, and
the trajectories are the realizations of these actions with desired vehicle pose and velocities
being generated.
Taking the lane merging activity in Figure 4.1 for instance, the red vehicle tends to
merge into the opposite lane, which usually follows a three-stage action as: slowing down
to approach the merging point (or stop line), stopping for traffic negotiation, and speeding
up to merge into the desired lane. With the desired velocity profile, these actions can be
explicitly represented by the transitions between three regions, including current vehicle






Activity:  Lane Merging 
Traffic Rules:  
  a) Giving way 
  b) Lane crossing not allowed 
Figure 4.1 Illustration of the process of merging into opposite lane. The environment is
evenly discretized by the black dashed grid. The traffic rules allowed region transition is
represented as the orange arrows, and the red arrow shows the prohibited region transition.
The reasonable vehicle trajectory is shown as the blue curve, while the black curve denotes
the trajectory breaking the traffic rules.
transitions between these regions have to comply with the traffic rules. While the vehicle
can cross the lane and approach the desired location directly by following the black tra-
jectory in Figure 4.1, the corresponding region transition represented by the red arrow is
prohibited by the traffic rules, thus only the blue trajectory is acceptable.
Formally speaking, let  and  be the driving activity and traffic rules respectively, and
let
E = fe[1]; e[2]; :::; e[N ]g (4.1)
denote a set of mutually exclusive regions decomposing the free space XF 2 R2, where
N[
i=1
e[i] = XF and e[i] \ e[j] = ;; 8i 6= j: (4.2)
Then the activity  can be modeled as a probabilistic model specified as a tuple H[] =
fA;Eg, whereANN : EE denotes aN byN transition probability matrix that models
the vehicle actions as,
Ai;j = Pr(e
[j]je[i]; ; ); 8i; j 2 f1; 2; :::; Ng: (4.3)
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The inclusion of  into A indicates that the driving actions should comply strictly with
the traffic rules. Exhaustively modeling all the distinct activities, however, is difficult due
to the diversity of vehicle behaviors. Also, the model training for each specific activity
is time-consuming and lacks generality. Recognized that there always exists a common
factor, i.e., the traffic rules , that dominates the actions in each activity model H[], by
summing all the possible activities  over H[], we believe that there exists a probabilistic





Ai;jPr();8i; j 2 f1; :::; Ng (4.4)
As such, the transition probability matrixRNN : EEmodels the region transitions that
are dominated by the traffic rules.
Although the traffic rules can be properly captured by H[], the desired speed profile
of each activity is not modeled. Though the vehicle velocity profiles can vary significantly
given different driving activities and traffic situations, it’s believed that the vehicles do
follow certain motion patterns on the urban road, such as slowing down for a stop line,
accelerating after passing the pedestrian crossing, etc. Therefore, we want to further extend
H[] to include a vehicle motion pattern factorMP(x) : v  x 2 XF that can provide a
generalized velocity profile v for each vehicle position x 2 XF over the entire free space.
The definition of probabilistic road contextRC is therefore proposed as,
Definition 4.2.1. RC = fE;R;MPg,E = fe[1]; e[2]; :::; e[N ]g,Rij = Pr(e[j]je[i]; ); 8i; j 2
f1; 2; :::; Ng and MP(x) : v  x 2 XF ,
In this study, we seek to infer the road contextRC in a probabilistic manner using a set
of randomly observed vehicle behavior data.
4.3 System Overview
Given the analysis of the correlation between the road context and the vehicle behavior, this
research aims at learning the road context using the vehicle behavior data that are collected
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Figure 4.2 Overall framework of road context inference and applications for vehicle behav-
ior analysis.
To start with, the moving obstacle detection and tracking function is needed for vehicle
behavior data collection as in Figure 4.3(a), which is accomplished by proposing a spatial-
temporal (ST) feature for moving object recognition using only a 2D LIDAR [114]. The
vehicle behavior data are represented by the corresponding vehicle state s = [x; v] that
includes the vehicle position x = [x; y] and the velocity v = [vx; vy]. Since our autonomous
vehicles are usually operated on an Occupancy Grid Map (OGM) generated by SLAM
algorithm [61], these observed vehicle states are then transformed into the OGM frame
using the vehicle localization function. It is worth mentioning that this study does not
assume the existence of a complete trajectory for road context learning, where the learning
input is given as a set of randomly-collected and mutually-independent vehicle behavior
data as shown in Figure 4.3(b).
After registering the detected vehicle states in the global OGM frame, the road context
learning function will come into effect to infer the road context in a probabilistic manner.
The fundamental principle of the proposed road context inference approach is to extract
the consistencies within the observed vehicle states, where the consistencies can arise from
both the spatial distribution of their positions and their driving velocities. The proposed
road context inference thereby is divided into three major stages: topology learning,motion
learning, and rule learning. The topology learning aims at extracting the vehicle position
consistency to model the road topology, and the motion learning is to generalize the vehicle
motion patterns using the vehicle velocity information. By coupling the road topology with
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Figure 4.3 Vehicle detection and tracking for data collection: (a) shows the snapshot of
vehicle detection and tracking; (b) illustrates the collected data and the Occupancy Grid
Map on which the autonomous vehicle are operating.
the generalized motion patterns, a probabilistic representation of the traffic rules can be
inferred.
Given the inferred road context, its applications for vehicle behavior analysis can be
extended. Recognizing that the vehicle behaviors may or may not comply with the inferred
road context, two potential applications are investigated in this study, i.e., abnormal driv-
ing behavior warning and long-term motion prediction. The abnormal driving behavior
warning is to trigger alarms when the vehicles are not following the inferred road context.
On the other hand, if the vehicles are complying strictly with the road context, the motion
prediction can be applied to provide a long-term prediction (up to 10 seconds) of the vehi-
cles’ future motion. The autonomous vehicle planning module, thereafter, can utilize this
predicted information for either risk evaluation or collision checking.
4.4 Road Context Inference
The details of road context inference will be discussed in this section, which is divided into
three major stages: topology learning, motion learning, and rule learning.
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4.4.1 Topology Learning
In the urban environment, the vehicles are usually operated on the road, thus the road
surface is the area with a high density of vehicle states. The randomly-collected vehicle
states thereby can be spatially clustered to extract a compact representation of the road
surface. In order to capture the topological connectivity information that can be lost due
to the dimension reduction of the statistical clustering, the Growing Neural Gas (GNG)
algorithm (see Appendix A) is employed for topology learning in this study.
The GNG algorithm presented in [115] is an unsupervised incremental topology learn-
ing algorithm. Given the input sample space Xinput  Rn that is distributed as an unknown
distribution Pr(Xinput), the GNG algorithm can create a topology graph GNG = fK;Cg
that includes the GNG nodes K and the GNG edges C. Each GNG node k[i] 2 K; i 2
f1; :::; Ng is associated with a feature vector w[i] 2 Rn that encapsulate a number of fea-
tures to represent the sample space. The connections among the GNG nodes are defined by
the GNG edges C to model the topological structure of the sample space, where the GNG
edge c = [k[i]; k[j]] 2 C; i; j 2 f1; :::; Ng indicates that GNG node k[i] and k[j] are topo-
logically connected. Implementation-wise, GNG only uses parameters that are constant in
time. Further, it is not necessary to decide on the number of GNG nodes beforehand, be-
cause the GNG nodes can be added incrementally during execution. Insertion of new GNG
nodes ceases when a defined performance criterion is met or alternatively if a maximum
number of GNG nodes has been reached.
In our application, the observed vehicle position x 2 R2 is deemed as the random
sample drawn from an unknown distribution Pr(x), which is then provided as the in-
put sample space of the GNG algorithm. The resulting road topology graph is given as
GNGr = fKr;Crg. The GNG nodes Kr = fk[1]r ; :::; k[N ]r g are learned by minimizing the
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where w[i]r = [kr:x; kr:y]T 2 R2;8i 2 f1; :::; Ng is the feature vector that corresponds
to GNG node k[i]r ; i 2 f1; :::; Ng and is regarded as the GNG node’s position in the input
sample space. The representation error function is therefore defined as the Euclidean dis-
tance measurement De(x;w
[i]
r ) =k x;w[i]r k2. As such, the GNG nodes Kr will have high
chances to reside within the road surface, and the road structure can be correctly captured.
Additionally, the GNG edges Cr only exist in the regions with Pr(x) > 0 [115], so the
road connectivity can be well represented as well. Thanks to the incremental property of
the GNG algorithm, the road topology can always be efficiently updated when new vehicle
states are observed.
Given the road topology graph GNGr, the driving space XF can be evenly discretized
by generating a Voronoi diagram w.r.t. the feature vectorsWr =
S
8kr2Kr(wr  kr). The
spatial region e[i] 2 E; 8i 2 f1; :::; Ng thereafter can be represented by its corresponding
Voronoi cell as,
e[i] = fx 2 XF jDe(x;w[i]r )  De(x;w[j]r ); 8j 6= ig: (4.6)




r ]T 2 Cr; i; j 2
f1; :::; Ng in the input sample space is given as lr = [w[i]r ; w[j]r ]T 2 Lr , where lr denotes
the topological path segment that connects the feature vectors w[i]r and w
[j]
r via a straight




Similarly, the vehicles’ velocities also follow certain patterns on the urban road, like slow-
ing down for pedestrian crossing, accelerating after passing the stop-line, and so forth.
These motion consistencies can be directly employed for vehicle behavior representation
and road context modeling. In order to generalize these motion consistencies, the Gaus-
sian Process algorithm is adopted, which allows a time-independent representation of the
vehicle motion pattern over the entire driving space XF .
Generally speaking, the Gaussian Process is a collection of random variables, any finite
number of which have a joint Gaussian distribution [116], which has been widely adopted
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for regression and classification. Letting X and y denote the input vector and output vari-
able respectively, the Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) model can be presented as,
y = f(X) + n; f  GP(m;K); n  N (0; 2n); (4.7)
where f(X) is the function distributed as a Gaussian Process with mean functionm and co-
variance functionK. Given the training data fX; yg, the posterior distribution of the output
variable y mapped from the testing data X is believed to follow the normal distribution
as y  N ( y; y), where
y = m(X) + KT (X;X)K 1(X;X)(y  m(X));
y = K(X
;X) KT (X;X)K 1(X;X)K(X;X):
For our motion learning purpose, we seek to generalize a motion patternMP : v  x
that maps the posterior distribution of the velocity v = [vx; vy]T from the position x =
[x; y]T over the entire space, i.e. vmp MP(x) = N (vmp; vmp); x 2 XF , where the time-
dependent aspect of the model is avoided. Implementation-wise, the training inputs are
provided by the observed vehicle positions and their corresponding velocities are provided
as the training output. As a popular strategy, the Zero mean function m(X) = 0 and the




corresponding hyper-parameters fn; y; llg are learned by maximizing the log-likelihood
of the observations in the training data. The vx and vy are assumed to be independent,
thereby two separate GPR models are trained for vx and vy respectively. This assumption
might not hold exactly, but provides a reasonable trade-off between theory completeness
and computational complexity. It is worth mentioning that each training datum is indepen-
dent of the others within the training set, which means that the GPR model can also be
incrementally built if the hyper-parameters are properly updated.
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4.4.3 Rule Learning
Given the consistencies abstracted from the vehicle positions and velocities, the problem
now lies in the coupling of these consistencies to infer the transition probability matrix R
that is dominated by the traffic rules.
A. Analysis
The vehicle motion is usually consistent with the traffic rules, meanwhile the motion pat-
tern MP is generalized from these vehicle motion consistencies. Therefore, the traffic
rules-dominated region transitions can be considered as the compact representation of the
generalized motion pattern MP. The inference over R thereby can be accomplished by
utilizing the generalized motion pattern to simulate the region transitions. Moreover, the
time-independent property of the Gaussian Process suggests that the inference over R can
be performed for each region e 2 E independently.
To begin with, aN -dimension multinomial variable 
t = [ 
[1]




first to represent the N mutually exclusive states of the region e at time t, namely  [i]t = 1
iff et = e[i], otherwise  
[i]




j = 1 denote
the transition probability vector that corresponds to e[i], where [i]j denotes the possibility
of  [j]t+t = 1. Essentially, the transition probability vector V [i] is identical to the ith row of
the transition probability matrixR.
Without losing generality, let et = e[i]; i 2 f1; :::; Ng be a generic region to represent
where the vehicle locates at time t and let et+t be the generic region to be transited at time
t+t, then the distribution of et+t or equivalently 











which is a standard multinomial distribution. Then the inference over V [i] can be made via
maximizing the log-likelihood of the observations as,
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where O
 = fo1; :::; oMg denotes the observation set consisting of M independent ob-
servations. Each observation oi 2 O
; i 2 f1; :::;Mg is defined w.r.t. the multinomial
variable 
 as oi = [ 
[1]
t+t; :::;  
[N ]
t+t]
T, where  [j]t+t = 1 iff 
t+t = e
[j]; j 2 f1; :::; Ng.
The real observations, however, can be missing in some regions due to the sensing
limitation, therefore this study seeks to approximate the observation set O
 by simulating
the region transitions using the generalized motion patternMP. Specifically, if the vehicles
are located in region et = e[i] at time t, the probabilistic distribution of the region et+t
where the vehicle locates at time t+t can be simulated as,




where Pr(et+tjxt+t) = 1 iff xt+t 2 et+t, otherwise Pr(et+tjxt+t) = 0. The distri-























where the generalized vehicle velocity is distributed as vt  Pr(vtjxt) =MP(xt) and the
position transitionPr(xt+tjxt; vt) can be modeled as the linear propagation: [xt+t; yt+t]T =
[xt; yt]
T+[vx; vy]
Tt. The vehicle position sampling function Pr(xtje[i]) follows a uniform
distribution within the region represented by e[i].
Given the distribution Pr(et+tjet = e[i]) in Equation (4.10), we can always simulate
the vehicle region transition and draw the propagated vehicle position xt+t according to
xt+t  Pr(xt+tje[i]). The approximated observation set eO
, thereafter, can be gener-
ated by checking the region where each propagated vehicle position xt+t locates. The
maximum likelihood solution of V [i] = [[i]1 ; :::; [i]N ]T is then given as [i]j = Mj=M; 8j 2
f1; :::; Ng, whereMj is the number of observations of  [j]t+t = 1.
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3 for i 1 to N do
4 V [i]  Ri;f1;:::;Ng
5 while :Converging(L[i]) do
6 [i] = [i] = ;
7 P[i]  SampleArea(e[i])
8 for xt 2 P[i] do
9 xt+t  Propagate(xt;GPR(xt))
10 et+t  SampleRule(e[i];V [i])
11 $  Weight(xt+t; et+t)
12 [i]  [i]S hxt+t; et+t; $i
13 end
14 [i]  ImportanceSampling([i])
15 for j  1 to N do
16 V [i]  TransitionAnalyze([i])
17 end
18 L[i]  Evaluate([i])
19 end
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B. Algorithm
According to the above analysis, the inference over the traffic rules-dominated transition
probability matrix R is demonstrated in Algorithm 6, where the road topology edges Cr
are considered as the initial hypothesis.
For each region e[i] 2 E, we first conduct rejection-sampling to draw M vehicle posi-
tion samples P[i] from the distribution Pr(xtjet = e[i]) (Line 7 in Algorithm 6). For each
sample xt 2 P[i], its corresponding velocity distribution can be generated as vt MP(xt).
Thereafter, the simulated vehicle position xt+t is propagated by drawing samples from
Pr(xt+tjxt; vt). Given the transition probability vector V [i] of the current iteration, et+t
can be similarly sampled according to Equation (4.8). After this, the simulated vehicle
position xt+t and the sampled region et+t are combined as a joint particle and weighed
as $ = 1 iff xt+t 2 et+t, otherwise $ is assigned a small value.
After conducting importance sampling w.r.t. the proposal particle set [i], the transition
probability vector V [i] can be updated as [i]j = Mj=M;8j 2 f1; :::; Ng, where Mj is the





$m=M; 8hxm; em; $mi 2 [i] (4.12)
converges. Rather than only sampling M observations for maximum likelihood inference
as Equation (4.9), the designed algorithm is implemented in an iterative manner, which is
to ensure that enough observations are generated to account for the noise of the collected
vehicle data. The convergence of L[i] can be guaranteed given our analysis in Equation
(4.8)-(4.11).
4.5 Applications for Vehicle Behavior Analysis
This section will present the applications of the inferred road context. Depending on
whether the vehicle behavior complies with the road context or not, the vehicle behav-
ior analysis is divided into two types, including abnormal driving behavior detection and
the long-term motion prediction.
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4.5.1 Abnormal Driving Behavior Warning
The extension of the inferred road context for abnormal driving behavior detection is ex-
plored first, which is spurred by the fact that the traffic rules may not be strictly followed by
all the vehicles. This study focuses on two abnormal driving behaviors, including wrong-
way driving and reckless driving.
A. Wrong-way driving warning
The wrong-way driving warning is to identify whether the vehicles are driven in the wrong
lane or direction, which can be accomplished by checking the vehicle’s trajectory against
the region transitions that are dominated by the traffic rules.
To start with, we construct a traffic rules graph Grule = fKrule;Cruleg to map the
regions and the corresponding region transitions dominated by the traffic rules. In other
words, each region e[i] 2 E will be considered as a graph node k[i]rule 2 Krule and the




rule] 2 Crule will start from k[i]rule and be directed to k[j]rule iff
Ri;j > 0.
For the wrong-way driving detection, we can check the regions et = e[i]; i 2 f1; :::; Ng
and et+t = e[j]; j 2 f1; :::; Ng where the vehicle locates at two consecutive times with
small intervalt. Then the graph nodes k[i]rule and k
[j]
rule that correspond to e
[i] and e[j] can be
mapped out from the traffic rules graph Grule. By associating each graph edge crule 2 Crule





can be searched using the Dijkstra algorithm [45]. If the shortest path’s length is over a
desired threshold Dwrong, which suggests that the region transition is abnormal with a
big jump within the short durationt, then the vehicle behavior is classified as wrong-way
driving.
B. Reckless driving warning
As discussed earlier, the vehicle velocities always follow some typical patterns that can be
properly generalized by the Gaussian Process Regression, such as decelerating at pedes-
trian crossings or the stop lines. The detection of reckless driving therefore can be partially
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solved by comparing the observed vehicle velocity against the reference velocity repre-
sented by the generalized motion patternMP.
Formally speaking, let the observed vehicle state be [xo; vo], its corresponding reference
velocity vref thereby can be generalized as vref MP(xo) = N (vref ;vref ). Thereafter,
we can check the deviation of the observed vehicle velocity vo from the reference velocity
vref to evaluate the vehicle’s current driving status. For the sake of reckless driving warning
in this study, the vehicle speed deviation will be employed. Specifically, the reckless driv-
ing warning will be triggered if the observed vehicle speed’s deviation from the reference
speed is larger than a designed speed thresholdvreckless, i.e. jvoj   jvref j > vreckless. In
the next chapter, we will further explore the utility of this velocity deviation and propose a
reaction-based vehicle motion intention modeling.
4.5.2 Long-term Motion Prediction
Assuming that the vehicle will strictly follow the inferred road context, another important
application of the inferred road context is the long-term motion prediction.
A. Analysis
Since the vehicles are always regularized by the traffic rules in the urban road environment,
the areas where the vehicles are allowed to move can be reasonably predicted by the in-
ferred road context. As such, a road context-based area prediction algorithm is proposed
in Algorithm 7. Specifically, if the region where the vehicle is located as ecurrent, then the
regions e[i]; i 2 f1; :::; Ng satisfying the non-zero transition probability from ecurrent can
be easily identified by looking up the transition probability matrix R. The same rule is
then applied to e[i], and this process is repeated until the prediction horizon H is satisfied.
Afterward, the topological path segments lr 2 Lr connecting the predicted areas Epredict
are combined to represent the predicted topological path T , which is to provide a more
intuitive representation of the vehicle’s future behavior.
While the area prediction can provide a reasonable guess at the regions where the vehi-
cle can move, the exact prediction of the vehicle position cannot be accomplished. There-
fore, the generalized motion pattern, which can properly capture the vehicle’s dynamics
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and provide the corresponding reachability information, will be employed for the motion
prediction purpose.
Formally speaking, let ' = [x; e] be the augmented vehicle position that includes the
vehicle position and the region it occupies. Then the distribution of 't+t given 't and the
vehicle position observation ot+t can be formulated as,
Pr('t+tj't; ot+t) = Pr(ot+tj't+t)Pr('t+tj't) (4.13)
where  is the normalization factor. For the motion function Pr('t+tj't), it can be further
factorized as,


















4.5 Applications for Vehicle Behavior Analysis
where xt+t and et+t is assumed to be conditional independent given 't. As such, the
inferred traffic rules act as an extra constraint on the motion transition. Regarding the ob-
servation function Pr(ot+tj't+t), since the regions where the vehicle tends to move can
be roughly predicted by the area prediction algorithm in Algorithm 7, the likelihood field
w.r.t. the predicted topological path T can be generated. The corresponding observation







where Dp(xt+t; T ) measures the distance between the observed vehicle position xt+t
and the predicted topological path T , and the parameter D is to adjust how closely the
predicted vehicle position should adhere to the topological path T . The objective of this
observation function is to remove the outliers that are off the road surface.
B. RuleGPPF
The exact prediction following Equation (4.13)-(4.15) is complicated, so the particle filter
is therefore employed as an approximated prediction approach in this study. The proposed
motion prediction algorithm RuleGPPF is illustrated in Algorithm 8, where the input vehi-
cle position x0 follows a distribution Pr(x0).
To start with, the source particle set source is generated by drawing N samples Pinit
from Pr(x0) and checking the region where each sample locates. For each particle in
source, we use the generalized motion patternMP to simulate the vehicle position tran-
sitions and check the corresponding region transitions. If the region transition satisfies
the inferred traffic rules, the propagated vehicle position x0 and the corresponding region
e0 is inserted into the proposal particle set , whose weight is then given by Equation
(4.15). Afterward, the proposal particles are re-sampled to remove the outliers. Given the
survival particles , the predicted vehicle position xt at time t is then approximated as
xt =
PM
m=1($m  xm), where xm denotes the particle’s position and $m is the corre-
sponding weight. The prediction error is then computed as the Euclidean distance between
the ground-truth vehicle position and the predicted vehicle position. The survival particles
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Algorithm 8: RuleGPPF
input :Pr(x0), E,R
output : xt;8t 2 f1; :::; Hg
1 begin
2 source = ;
3 Pinit  Sample(Pr(x0))
4 for x 2 Pinit do
5 e RegionCheck(x)
6 source  source
Shx; z; 1=Mi
7 end
8 for t 1 to H do
9  =  = ;
10 for hx; e;$i 2 source do
11 x0  Propagate(x;GPR(x))
12 e0  RegionCheck(x0)
13 if Pr(e0je; ) > 0 then
14 $0  Weight(x0; e0)
15  Shx0; e0; $0i
16 else




21 xt  ParticleAnalyze()
22 source  
23 end
24 return xt; 8t 2 f1; ::; Hg
25 end
 are then utilized as the source particles for the next prediction interval. This process will
be repeated until the prediction horizon is reached.
4.6 Case Study
This section presents the case study of a single-lane road that includes a T-Junction (TJ)
and a Round-About (RA) within the campus of National University of Singapore (see Fig-
ure 4.4(a)). The corresponding Occupancy Grid Map (OGM) on which the autonomous
vehicles are operating is shown in Figure 4.4(b). A fleet of autonomous vehicles operat-
ing autonomously within the campus was employed for the data collection purpose, and




Figure 4.4 Case study environment for road context inference: (a) shows the environment
structure, and the corresponding Occupancy Grid Map is demonstrated in (b).
demonstrated, the collected vehicle states are quite noisy and distributed randomly on the
road surface, which, however, is well acknowledged by our proposed algorithm and can be
properly handled in a probabilistic manner.
4.6.1 Road Context Inference
Given the collected vehicle states, the road topology information can be learned by the
GNG algorithm. The GNG parameters are essential to guarantee the training performance,
but a general rule for GNG parameters tuning is still lacking. Therefore, extensive trials-
and-error testing has been carried out and the desired parameters are given in Table 4.1,
where the meaning of these parameters can be referred to Appendix A.
The topology learning results are demonstrated in Figure 4.5(a). The red dots depict the
feature vectors associated with the GNG nodes, and the undirected blue edges denote the
topological path segments representing the topological connectivities within these GNG
nodes. As demonstrated, the road structure and connectivity can be properly captured
except that some nodes are mis-connected as lane crossing. This is reasonable because
only the vehicle position information is fed into the GNG algorithm, and the data collected
from different lanes will share high similarity if they are close enough. This mis-connection
will be addressed when the vehicle motion patterns are coupled. Figure 4.5(b) shows the
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Table 4.1 GNG Parameters for Topology Learning
Parameters Value Parameters Value
ageincrease 1 agemax 13
b 0:25 n 1e  6
  80 # 0:5
 0:99 nmax 180
corresponding Voronoi diagram w.r.t. the GNG nodes, where the entire space can be evenly
discretized and each Voronoi cell corresponds to a region e 2 E.
In order to validate the incremental property of the topology learning, another experi-
ment was conducted. In the beginning, the 4,000 training samples were divided into two
groups depending on whether the samples are located in the left side or the right side of the
map, and 500 samples were used for training in each epoch. For the purpose of evaluating
the incremental property, only the samples locating the left side of the map were used in the
first four training epochs. Afterward, the remaining 2000 samples were used for the next
four training epochs. One snapshot of the topology learning result in the fourth epoch is
shown in Figure 4.6(a), where the topological connectivity of the lefthand-side road can be
properly captured. Figure 4.6(b) depicts the topology learning result using 4000 samples
over the entire map. From Figure 4.6(a) to Figure 4.6(b), it can be easily observed that
the road topology can be incrementally learned given the increasing number of samples,
which is further evidenced by the training error analysis in Figure 4.6(c). The training er-
ror converges quickly in the first four training epochs and increases a bit in the fifth training
epoch due to the "unfamiliar" training samples. Finally, the training error converges to an
acceptable value, and an incrementally constructed road topology graph can be achieved.
Thereafter, the motion learning came into effect to generalize the vehicle motion pattern
using the Gaussian Process Regression. Two separate GPR models are trained for vx and
vy respectively, where the hyper-parameters are learned by maximizing the log-likelihood
functions. The mean values of the generalized velocity distribution in the x and y direction
are illustrated in Figure 4.7 (a) and Figure 4.7(b). Given these velocity distributions, the




Figure 4.5 Topology learning result: The GNG learning result is demonstrated in (a) and
the corresponding Voronoi diagram is shown in (b).
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.6 Analysis of the incremental property of topology learning: The topology learn-
ing result using 2000 samples located on the lefthand side of the map is shown in (a).
Thereafter, another 2000 samples located on the righthand side of the map are used, and
the topology learning over the entire map is demonstrated in (b). (c) depicts the conver-
gence of training error, where 400 samples are injected into GNG in each epoch.
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the typical vehicle motion patterns. For instance, the velocity flows of the RA and TJ areas
are highlighted in Figure 4.7(c) and Figure 4.7(d), from which we can find the vehicle
moving direction and speed can be properly captured.
Given the road topology and motion pattern learning results, the traffic rules can be
inferred by following Algorithm 6. By removing the traffic rule edges associated with
Ri;j < 0:001; i; j 2 f1; :::; Ng, the graph representation of the probabilistic traffic rules is
shown in Figure 4.8 (a), where the region transition probability is visualized with different
colors. The highlights of the traffic rules inference results at TJ and RA areas are shown in
Figure 4.8(b) and Figure 4.8(c). Compared to the GNG training result in Figure 4.5(a), the
undirected edges are replaced by the directed arrows to model the probabilistic dependency.
The GNG edges that cross the lane are removed accordingly, as they are not consistent with
the traffic rules.
4.6.2 Applications for Vehicle Behavior Analysis
Given the inferred road context, the vehicle behavior analysis can be achieved. For the sake
of evaluating the wrong-way driving detection, we manually drove the vehicle illegally to
cross the lane, and two snapshots of the detecting results are presented in Figure 4.9, where
the warning triggering threshold is set asDwrong = 2. The vehicle’s trajectory is marked
as either red or green to indicate whether the warning is triggered, from which we can find
the wrong-way driving can be detected in an efficient manner.
Similarly, the detecting result of reckless driving is demonstrated in Figure 4.10. As
shown in Figure 4.10(a), the vehicle was approaching a stop line of the round-about, where
the vehicle was supposed to decelerate and maintain a slow speed according to the refer-
ence speed plotted as the red curve in Figure 4.10(b). The vehicle, however, was driven
in a reckless manner, and the deviation of the observed vehicle speed from the reference
speed is significant enough to trigger the warning.
Before moving to the motion prediction, Figure 4.11 demonstrates the area prediction
results. The predicted areas are represented by the corresponding predicted topological









Figure 4.7 Motion learning results: (a) and (b) show the mean value of the generalized
velocity distribution in the x and y direction respectively. (c) and (d) illustrate the velocity







Figure 4.8 Probabilistic traffic rules inference result: (a) shows the graph representation
of the probabilistic traffic rules; (b) and (c) are the highlights of the traffic rules learning
results in the TJ and RA areas.
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Figure 4.9 Wrong-way driving detection. The red markers indicates the positions where
the wrong-way driving warning is triggered.
Stop Line
Warning Signal Approaching 
Stop Line
(a) (b)
Figure 4.10 Reckless driving detection at round-about. The yellow markers indicate the




future behavior that complies with the road context. Let us now move our focuses to the
motion prediction evaluations. In order to examine the ability of our proposed motion
prediction algorithm to handle different and complex road scenarios, such as Enter RA,
Exit RA, Enter TJ and Exit TJ, we recollected a data set consisting of twelve trajectories
performed by two drivers, which were utilized as the ground-truth for the prediction evalu-
ation.
For the purpose of evaluating the improvements that can be achieved by introducing the
road context for motion prediction, we simultaneously applied the proposed RuleGPPF and
the state-of-the-art GPPF in [116] for each single scenario. Because the particle filtering is
a probabilistic approach, and each run in the same setting will give slightly different results,
the two algorithms with 500 particles were evaluated over ten trials for each collected
trajectory.
Four snapshots of the prediction results are demonstrated in Figure 4.12, where the par-
ticles denote the predicted vehicle positions up to ten seconds. The particles are clustered
into different groups and labeled as either blue or red to represent the vehicle’s driving
direction hypotheses. The orange marker is the position where the motion prediction starts,
and the green marker indicates the vehicle’s ground-truth position. As demonstrated, the
RuleGPPF can maintain a less divergent particle set compared to that of GPPF. The quan-
titative comparison of the motion prediction accuracy is demonstrated in Figure 4.13 and
Table 4.2. Obviously, the prediction accuracy of the RuleGPPF is significantly higher than
that of the GPPF when the prediction is up to five seconds. This is because the GPPF par-
ticles can be easily diverged by the infeasible motion dynamics generated by the Gaussian
Process Regression. Thanks to the inferred road context, the RuleGPPF, on the other hand,
can stay very robust to those outliers. As such, the RuleGPPF can maintain a reasonable
prediction error around two meters for different scenarios.
Looking deep into the motion prediction error plotted in Figure 4.13, the prediction
error of the RuleGPPF will always grow a bit when the intersection is approaching. This
is within our expectation, because the predicted vehicle position will follow a multi-modal
distribution at the intersections. The exact direction toward which the vehicle wants to
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Table 4.2 RMSE of the Motion Prediction (meters)
Prediction Horizon Algorithm Enter RA Exit RA Enter TJ Exit TJ
5 seconds
GPPF 2.812 7.456 3.202 2.713
RuleGPPF 1.743 3.782 1.506 2.779
10 seconds
GPPF 14.303 11.449 6.104 3.815
RuleGPPF 1.153 2.314 0.479 0.857
move becomes ambiguous, thus the prediction error will increase accordingly. Once the
predicted vehicle position passes the intersection, the particles will be divided into separate
clusters to model the hypothesis of different possible moving directions. For each moving
direction, the distribution of the predicted vehicle position becomes unimodal, and the
prediction error can be reduced accordingly.
4.7 Summary
This chapter has discussed a probabilistic approach for the road context inference. The
learning process was divided into multiple stages to extract the road topology and vehicle
motion pattern, which were then coupled to infer the traffic rules that dominate the region
transitions. The case study of an urban road that includes a round-about and a T-junction
has shown the proper functionality of the proposed algorithm. The applicability of the
inferred road context has been properly explored as well, and some promising results have
been achieved.
The inferred road context, together with the vehicle behavior analysis results, will be
employed for urban road situation modeling in the next chapter, and a situation-aware












Figure 4.12 Motion prediction results up to 10 seconds: The particles represent the pre-
dicted vehicle positions, which are labeled as either blue or red to represent the vehicle’s
driving direction hypotheses. The green marker denotes the vehicle’s ground-truth position
and the orange marker is the position where the motion prediction starts.
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Figure 4.13 Motion prediction error of 10 trials for each scenario.
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Chapter 5
Situation-aware Decision Making under
Situation Uncertainty using POMDP
5.1 Introduction
Given the road context inference and vehicle behavior analysis results presented in the last
chapter, this chapter proposes a situation-aware decision making algorithm for autonomous
driving in the urban road environment. The autonomous vehicle decision making module is
in charge of properly maneuvering the autonomous vehicle’s own behavior and negotiating
with the other traffic participants. Toward this end, the full awareness of the surrounding
environment is necessary, but difficult to achieve, where the difficulty is always aggravated
by both the lack of proper environment representation and the imperfect vehicle perception
system [103].
To begin with, an urban road situationmodel, which is defined as the integration of the
road context and the obstacle vehicle’s motion intention, is proposed for proper environ-
ment representation. Thereafter, the situation-aware decision making problem is modeled
as a POMDP to handle the uncertainties introduced by the situation evolution reasoning.
For the sake of real-time application, the online POMDP solver DESPOT [18] is employed
for its efficiency to account for the large observation space. The proposed algorithm has
been extensively validated, and is general enough to account for various urban road driv-
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ing scenarios, such as leader following on single-lane road and traffic negotiation at the
T-junction or roundabout.
This chapter is organized as follows. The situation-aware decision making problem is
stated in Section 5.2, and the environment representation is discussed in Section 5.3. In
Section 5.4, the POMDP model for situation-aware decision making is presented. The
evaluation results are shown in Section 5.5, and this chapter is concluded in Section 5.6.
5.2 Problem Statement
Let A denote a discrete vehicle action set, and each a 2 A is referred to as a vehicle
action, which can include acceleration, deceleration, and so forth. In order to address the
situation awareness, let s 2 S be the situation state, where S denotes the situation state
space. The definition of the situation state is driven by the environment modeling, which
has to encapsulate enough information for the proper situation evolution reasoning.
However, the situation state usually cannot be fully observed due to the lack of a "situ-
ation sensor" and the uncertainties arising from the vehicle perception module. A situation
reasoning function (s; z) = Pr(sjz) : S  Z thereby is introduced to infer the situation
state in a probabilistic manner, where z 2 Z represents the observation provided by the
vehicle perception module.
Given the observation and the situation reasoning function, this study seeks to address







where R(a; s) : A  S ! R represents the reward function that we aim to optimize. The
optimal policy  : A  S specifies an optimal action a 2 A for any situation state s 2 S
in each time step, such that a maximum expected reward E can be returned.
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5.3 Urban Road Situation Modeling
In the urban environment, an autonomous vehicle’s driving decisions are affected by both
the road context and the other vehicles’ driving behaviors. (In the sequel, we refer to the
other vehicles as obstacle vehicles.) The knowledge of the road context can help to pro-
vide a more comprehensive understanding of the environment, such as the road topology,
typical vehicle motion pattens and so forth. Similarly, understanding the semantic mean-
ing of the obstacle vehicles’ behaviors, i.e., motion intention, can contribute to a more
robust prediction of their future motions, which in turn can be employed for a more ac-
curate risk evaluation. Therefore, a loose definition of the Urban Road Situation URS
is proposed as the integration of the road context RC and the obstacle vehicle’s motion
intention I, namely URS = fRC; I;RCL Ig, where the operatorL indicates the cor-
relation between the road context and the obstacle vehicle’s motion intention. As such, the
urban road situation not only features the motion intention and the road context, but also
considers implicit correlations between them.
5.3.1 Road Context
In the last chapter, the road context is inferred in a probabilistic manner using an amount
of randomly observed vehicle behavior data, where the resulting road context RC is given
in a tupleRC = fE;R;MPg. Given an observed vehicle state so, the corresponding road
context information rc(so) = fe(so);R(so); vref(so)g can be mapped out as,
e(so) = fe 2 Ejso:p 2 eg;
R(so) = Re(so);8e02E;
vref(so) = jvref(so)j; vref(so) MP(so:p); (5.2)
where so:p 2 R2 denotes the vehicle position and e(so) is the region where the vehicle is lo-
cated. The R(so) = Re(so);8e02E denotes the transition probability vector that corresponds
to the region e(so), and the speed vref(so) is generated from the vehicle motion pattern
MP.
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Figure 5.1 Motion intention explanation: (a) Hidden goal-based motion intention, where
A and B denote two optional routes for the obstacle vehicle (blue). (b) Reaction-based
motion intention (using speed deviation), where A and B denote two possible obstacle
vehicle speed profiles, which are checked against the reference speed for motion intention
inference.
The road context RC essentially is a generalization of the vehicles’ behaviors derived
by abstracting the vehicle behavior consistencies, thus it can properly represent the normal
vehicle behavior that should be followed. Specifically, the road context information rc(so)
not only regulates the directions toward which the observed vehicle is allowed to move, but
also provides the reference speed vref that the observed vehicle should follow. Therefore,
the rc(so) can be defined as the reference vehicle state that corresponds to the observed
vehicle state so.
5.3.2 Motion Intention
The most popular strategy of vehicle motion intention modeling is to define the motion
intention as their hidden destinations in Figure 5.1(a). Namely, the obstacle vehicle’s fi-
nal destination is not fully observable and there always exists a motion model m 2 M
that dominates the vehicle’s future motion for each hidden goal g 2 G, where M and
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G denote the motion model set and hidden goal set respectively. More specifically, let
ROIs be the Regions Of Interest where the autonomous vehicle is primarily concerned
about the obstacle vehicles’ future motion. Without losing generality, assume that the
autonomous vehicle is operating in an environment that includes M ROIs, which can
include T-junctions, roundabouts, and so on. For each ROI [i]; i 2 f1; :::;Mg, there ex-
ists a goal set G[i]  ROI [i]; i 2 f1; :::;Mg that defines the possible directions where
the vehicles can move. Therefore, the size of the required motion models can be given as
jMj =PMi=1 jG[i]j, where jG[i]j denote the size of the goal setG[i]; i 2 f1; :::;Mg. Given
M ! 1, the size of M becomes unbounded, which implies that using the hidden goal
to model the motion intention may suffer from the scalability problem as the number of
ROIs increases.
Instead of relying on the hidden goals, this study aims at employing the obstacle vehi-
cle’s reaction to model the motion intention as in Figure 5.1(b). The most intuitive method
of reaction modeling might be measuring the temporal evolutions of the vehicle state, such
as the route changing, speed variance, etc. To properly quantify these changes, however, is
complicated due to the diversity of vehicle behaviors. In our study, the reaction ' is pro-
posed as the deviation of the observed vehicle state so from the corresponding reference
vehicle state rc(so), i.e., ' so
N
rc(so), where the operator
N
measures the deviations.
This proposal is inspired by the fact that the reactive driving behaviors, in most cases, are
different from the normal driving behaviors that are captured by the road context.
Given the deviation measurement, the reaction-based motion intention is proposed as
  Pr(jso
N
rc(so));  2 I. As such, the motion intention is abstracted as the conditional
distribution over the reactions, where the implicit correlations between the road context and
motion intention are acknowledged. Compared to the hidden goal method, employing the
reactions to model the motion intention is more general and scalable, because the mea-
surement of deviation is not restricted to any specific ROI. Therefore, we can always
find a bounded-size reaction-based motion intention set I to model the obstacle vehicle
behaviors.
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In this study, the vehicle speed deviation is utilized, where the observed vehicle speed
is checked against the reference speed (featured by the road context) for motion intention
inference. The resulting motion intention set with four hypotheses is designed as,
I = fStopping;Hesitating;Normal; Aggressiveg;
where their meanings and the corresponding speed deviations are defined as follows:
• The Stopping intention indicates that the obstacle vehicle plans to perform a stop for
temporal parking or giving way to approaching vehicles. As a feature, the obstacle
vehicle’s speed is close to zero, while the reference speed is much higher.
• The Hesitating intention indicates that the obstacle vehicle is hesitating in making
driving decisions. The speed deviation is given as the obstacle vehicle speed being
slower than the reference speed but not close to zero. This is inspired by human
driving activity, where slower speeds are usually preferable when the current driving
decisions are not confident.
• The Normal intention indicates that the obstacle vehicle will maintain its current
normal behavior. As an evidence, the obstacle vehicle’s speed matches well with the
reference speed, namely the speed deviation is small.
• The Aggressive intention indicates that the obstacle vehicle may aggressively accel-
erate and has no sense for negotiation. As an indicator, the obstacle vehicle’s current
speed is much higher than the reference speed.
Admittedly, these motion intention definitions may be questionable at first sight, but
they are abstracted from human driving behaviors and their functionalities have been vali-
dated by our extensive evaluations.
5.4 Situation-aware Decision Making using POMDP
As a principled general framework for acting and planning in a partially observable envi-
ronment, the POMDP is adopted for situation-aware decision making in this study. This
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equips the autonomous vehicle with the ability to estimate and evaluate the outcome of
driving decisions, even when the situation cannot be exactly observed.
5.4.1 POMDP Model for Situation-aware Decision Making
A POMDP model is formally a tuple fS;A;Z; T; O;R; g, where a detailed introduction
can be found in Appendix B. This section details how the situation-aware decision making
problem can be fitted and solved as a POMDP by elaborating on each component of the
contextualized POMDP tuple.
A. State Space S
Due to the Markov property, the state space S must hold sufficient information for either
decision making or belief update [103], which in this case comprises the vehicle pose
[x; y; ] 2 R2  S and vehicle speed v 2 R for all the vehicles involved. For the obstacle
vehicles, the motion intention  2 I also needs to be covered by the obstacle vehicle
state for proper state transition modeling. The road context RC, on the other hand, can be
employed as a reference knowledge, and is consequently excluded from the vehicle state.
Formally speaking, the joint state s 2 S can be given as,
s = [se; s1; s2; :::; sK ]
T; (5.3)
where s is composed by the ego vehicle state se and the obstacle vehicles’ states si; i 2
f1; 2; :::; Kg, andK is the number of the obstacle vehicles involved. Let the vehicle metric
state x 2 R3 S be defined as x = [x; y; ; v]T, which includes the vehicle pose and speed.
The ego vehicle state can then be equivalently defined as se = xe. Similarly, the obstacle
vehicle state si is given as si = [xi; i]T, where the vehicle motion intention i is explicitly
modeled. Given the recent research advances in vehicle detection and tracking [114], we
assume that the vehicle metric state x can be fully observed, however the motion intention
is only partially observable.
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B. Action Space A
In our autonomous vehicle navigation system, the decision making module is responsi-
ble for planning some tactical maneuvers, such as traffic negotiation at a T-junction or
roundabout, by maintaining a safe distance with other obstacle vehicles while following
a reference route. Therefore the action space A can be covered by a discrete action set
consisting of acceleration, deceleration or maintaining current speed as,
A = [Acc:;Dec:; Cur:]T: (5.4)
As such, the defined actions are in charge of the vehicle speed control. The steering control
of the ego vehicle, on the other hand, is accomplished by tracking the reference routes
closely.
C. Observation Space Z
Similar to the joint state s 2 S , the joint observation z 2 Z consists of the following
elements,
z = [ze; z1; z2; :::; zK ]
T; (5.5)
where ze is the ego vehicle’s observation and zi denote the observation of obstacle vehi-
cle i. To properly update the obstacle vehicle’s motion intention belief, each vehicle’s
observation consists of its pose and speed. Since the vehicle metric state x can be prop-
erly observed, we can simply generate the observations with a one-to-one mapping directly
from the corresponding metric states.
D. Transition Model T (s; a; s0)
The transition function describes the stochastic system dynamics driven by both the action
applied to the ego vehicle and the obstacle vehicles’ motion intention. The overall structure
of the transition model is illustrated by the Bayesian Network in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Transition model for situation-aware decision making. The dashed lines are to
model the vehicle correlations.
Formally speaking, the transition model can be represented by the probabilistic transi-
tion as,




where a 2 A is the action applied to the ego vehicle and s0 is the new joint state. For the
ego vehicle, the state transition Pr(s0ejse; a) is dominated by the applied action a and the
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where the turning angle  is achieved by tracking the reference route.
For the obstacle vehicles, the state transition model Pr(s0ijs) is more complicated, as
the obstacle vehicle’s motion intention is not observable and the dependencies within the
vehicles need to be carefully accounted for. Recalling our discussion in Section 5.3, the
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vehicles’ behavior is driven by both the road context and their motion intentions, therefore






where ai is the action applied to obstacle vehicle i. Unlike the ego vehicle action a 2 A,
the obstacle vehicle action ai is defined as ai = [avi;i]T 2 [Acc:;Dec:; Cur:]S, which
includes both the speed action avi and turning anglei. Given the obstacle vehicle action
ai, the obstacle vehicle’s metric state transition Pr(x0ijxi; ai) is identical to that of the ego
vehicle in Equation (5.7). Regarding the motion intention transition Pr(0iji), the motion
intention remains unchanged during the state transition process, which will be updated
accordingly when a new observation is available.
The difficulty then lies in the inference of the obstacle vehicle action ai. Let Xi =S
j 6=i xj; 8j 2 fe; 1; :::; Kg represent all the vehicles’ metric states excluding the one of
vehicle i. The obstacle vehicle action distribution Pr(aijs) in Equation (5.8), thereafter,
can be reformulated as,








Pr(ijrc(xi))Pr(avij Xi; xi; i)Pr(rc(xi)jxi); (5.9)
where rc(xi) = fe(xi);R(xi); vref(xi)g is the reference vehicle state sampled from Equa-
tion (5.2). Since the obstacle vehicle’s moving direction is not explicitly modeled by the
motion intention, its turning angle i is therefore controlled by the road context rc(xi)
only as Pr(ijrc(xi)). More specifically, given the current region e(xi) inside which the
obstacle vehicle i is located, we can sample the next possible region e(xi)0 2 E where
the obstacle vehicle might locate according to R(e(xi)) = Pr(e(xi)0je(xi); ). There-
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Table 5.1 Obstacle Vehicle Speed Action Corresponding to Motion Intention
 2 I Stopping Hesitating Normal Aggressive
av Dec: Dec:=Cur:=Acc:
a Cur: Acc:=Cur:a
a: Each action has equal probability of being selected.
after, the turning angle is calculated as i = Q(e(xi); e(xi)0)   i, where the function
Q(e(xi); e(xi)0) calculates the orientation angle from region e(xi) to region e(xi)0.
As formulated in Equation (5.9), the speed action avi depends on both the motion inten-
tion and the correlations with the other vehicles as Pr(avij Xi; xi; i). Toward this end, the
dependency within the vehicles is simply modeled as each vehicle has to avoid a potential
collision with any other vehicles. Therefore, if the obstacle vehicle i has an extremely low
collision risk with other vehicles, the speed action is mapped from the motion intention
only as Pr(aviji). In accordance with the motion intention definitions in Section 5.3.2,
the speed action corresponding to each motion intention is given in Table 5.1. Once the
collision risk is high enough, the obstacle vehicle would either follow the inferred motion
intention or choose the Dec: action. The probability of selecting Dec: action is given as
Pr(avi = Dec:j Xi; xi) = "vnearest=vmax, where " 2 (0; 1] is a scaling factor. The vnearest
denotes the nearest vehicle’s speed and vmax is the maximum speed allowed. That is to say,
the higher the speed of the nearest vehicle, the higher the probability of vehicle i would
decide to decelerate.
E. Observation Model O(z; s0; a)
The observation model aims at simulating the measurement process, which can be em-
ployed to update the motion intention belief. For each vehicle, the observation is condi-
tionally independent of other variables given the corresponding vehicle state, so the obser-
vation model can be factorized as,




Since the vehicle metric states are considered as fully observable, the observation func-
tion of the ego vehicle is given as Pr(zejs0e) = 1 iff ze = s0e, otherwise Pr(zejs0e) = 0. The
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Table 5.2 Mean Function Corresponding to Motion Intention
 2 I Stopping Hesitating Normal Aggressive
m(vref ; ) 0:0 0:5vref vref 1:5vref
obstacle vehicles’ observation functions are more complicated due to the inclusion of their
motion intentions, which are reformulated as,
Pr(zijs0i) = Pr(zijx0i; 0i) = Pr(zij0i)Pr(zijx0i)=Pr(zi); (5.11)
where the metric state observation function Pr(zijx0i) follows the same distribution as that
of the ego vehicle. The distribution Pr(zij0i) models the probability of observing zi given
the motion intention is 0i, and can be given as,
Pr(zij0i) = N (zvijm(vref(zi); 0i); vref(zi)=)); (5.12)
where zvi is the observed speed of vehicle i and vref(zi) denotes the reference speed that
corresponds to observation zi. In other words, given the reference speed vref(zi), the ob-
servation function for each motion intention  2 I is modeled as a Gaussian with mean
m(vref(zi); ) and covariance vref(zi)=. The mean value m(vref(zi); ) is a function of
the reference speed and the motion intention type as shown in Table 5.2, which explicitly
models the relationship between the motion intention and the speed deviation. The scaling
factor  in the covariance function is used to adjust the motion intention confidence. To-
gether with the transition function in Equation (5.8), the update of the obstacle vehicle’s
motion intention belief thereby becomes straightforward.
F. Reward Function R
The main objective of the ego vehicle is to arrive at the target destination as quickly as
possible, while avoiding collision with other obstacle vehicles. The reward functionR(s; a)
is thus defined in a multi-objective manner to properly balance the driving efficiency and
safety,
R(s; a) = Rgoal(s; a) +Rcrash(s; a) +Raction(a) +Rvel(s); (5.13)
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whereRgoal(s; a) denotes the reward when the ego vehicle reaches the final destination and
Rcrash(s; a) assigns a high penalty if the ego vehicle is in collision. Raction(a) provides a
small penalty if the a 2 [Acc:;Dec:]T, which is to avoid the frequent speed change and
to improve driving comfort. The speed reward Rvel(s) = kv=vmax is to encourage high
speed travel and improve the driving efficiency, where v is the ego vehicle’s speed and k is
a scaling factor.
5.4.2 POMDP Solver
Given the POMDP model for situation-aware decision making as described in the previous
sections, an efficient POMDP solver must then be employed for real-time applications.
The general POMDP is usually solved in an offline manner, where the optimal policy is
computed offline and the agent conducts the policy look-up for online execution. Since the
algorithm aims to return a policy that prescribes an action for every possible belief state,
this strategy has the risk of becoming intractable when the POMDP model is scaled up. In
contrast, the online POMDP algorithm searches for a good policy given the agent’s current
belief state b0 2 B, then considers only a small set of belief states that are achievable from
that current belief state, thereby greatly improving the tractability [117].
In our application, the online POMDP solver DESPOT is employed for its efficiency in
handling a large observation space. Rather than searching the whole belief tree, DESPOT
only samples a scenario set with constant size Q. As a consequence, the belief tree of
height H contains only O(jAjHQ) nodes, which is not correlated to the size of the ob-
servation space. This can greatly alleviate our observation space constraints. The be-
lief state is represented by the random particles within DESPOT, and for each particle,
the obstacle vehicles’ motion intentions are randomly sampled for a belief representation.
Implementation-wise, since the belief state is represented by the particles, it is straight-
forward to implement both the state transition in Equation (5.6)-(5.8) and the observation
update in Equation (5.11).
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5.5 Evaluation
In this section, the proposed algorithm will be evaluated to validate its functionality and
generality. These evaluations are carried out on the urban roads within the National Uni-
versity of Singapore as shown in Figure 4.4. Given the environment and the corresponding
road context, the Stage simulator [118] is employed for simulation evaluation, where Gaus-
sian noise is purposely imposed on the vehicle pose and speed measurement. Thereafter,
real-time experiments using two vehicles, including one autonomous vehicle and one man-
ually driven vehicle, are conducted to validate the applicability of the proposed algorithm
on the real urban road.
5.5.1 Simulations
The proposed situation-aware decision making algorithm has been successfully applied to
various urban road driving scenarios within the simulation stage, such as leader following
and negotiation with obstacle vehicles at a T-junction or roundabout. For the sake of gen-
erality evaluation, the designed POMDP model, especially the reward function, remained
unchanged for all the evaluations. The demonstration of the complete simulation results
together with the parameters is available in the video at http://youtu.be/W37haHhfU34. In
this context, we want to highlight the ability of our algorithm to handle the decision making
problem at the T-junction and roundabout, which is widely recognized as challenging.
As the autonomous vehicle was conducting the lane merging behavior at the T-junction
shown in Figure 5.3(a), it was essential to properly detect the road context and reason
about the obstacle vehicle’s motion intention to guarantee driving safety. As illustrated
in Figure 5.3(b), the Dec. action was triggered first to avoid the potential collision with
the approaching vehicle that was associated with a high belief in maintaining its current
Normal behavior. After some time, the obstacle vehicle, however, changed its mind and
decided to give way to the ego vehicle as in Figure 5.3(c), where its motion intention
belief was updated accordingly. Given the increasing confidence that the obstacle vehicle
may want to wait as Figure 5.3(d), the ego vehicle decided to accelerate and cautiously
merged into the desired lane as Figure 5.3(e). The purpose of this scenario is to evaluate
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the ability of our proposed algorithm to handle complicated interactions with the other
vehicles. Rather than waiting forever, the ego vehicle is able to properly reason the obstacle
vehicle’s intention and react in an efficient manner.
The extension of the proposed algorithm to handle multiple obstacle vehicles is shown
in Figure 5.4. As expected, the ego vehicle decided to decelerate and wait when the leading
obstacle vehicle chose not to give way in Figure 5.4(b). After the leading obstacle vehicle
passed by, the ego vehicle decided to slowly move forward in Figure 5.4(c), although the
following obstacle vehicle was still holding a high Normal belief. Eventually, the follow-
ing obstacle vehicle performed a stop to avoid the collision with the ego vehicle, where its
motion intention belief is updated as Figure 5.4(d). Thereafter, the ego vehicle successfully
merged into the gap between the two obstacle vehicles as Figure 5.4(e). While actively cut-
ting into the following obstacle vehicle’s route seems dangerous, the ego vehicle’s decision
is within our expectation. This is because the dependency within the vehicles is well ac-
knowledged by the ego vehicle, namely the ego vehicle knows that there would be a higher
chance to make the obstacle vehicles give way if it actively cuts into their route and moves
at a relatively higher speed. This is the same way that the human drivers negotiate with
each other.
In sight of the improvements achieved, the same model was applied to the roundabout
navigation. The evaluation snapshots are shown in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, where the
settings are identical to that of the T-junction evaluation. Similar results are achieved,
which indicates that the proposed approach can function properly at the roundabout as
well.
Acknowledging that the proposed approach is probabilistic in nature, we extensively
conducted 100 evaluation trials for each scenario discussed above. For the single obstacle
vehicle case, one additional evaluation scenario in which the obstacle vehicle will not pur-
posely give way is implemented. Moreover, we extended the multiple obstacle vehicle case
by trying different gaps between the obstacle vehicles. Two evaluation metrics including
the average traveling time for goal reaching and the overall failure rate were measured
to validate the efficiency and safety respectively. The failure is defined as either a col-
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Figure 5.3 Negotiation with a single obstacle vehicle which purposely gives way at
the T-junction. The action is represented as the circle marker: [Red:Dec:, Green:Acc:,
Blue:Cur:]. The motion intention is represented as the histogram to the right of the obstacle
vehicle:[Sky Blue:Stopping, Brown:Hesitating, Yellow:Normal, Purple:Aggressive],
where the histogram height is proportional to the corresponding belief value.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Figure 5.4 Negotiation with multiple obstacle vehicles at the T-junction. The action is rep-
resented as the circle marker: [Red:Dec:, Green:Acc:, Blue:Cur:]. The motion intention
is represented as the histogram to the right of the obstacle vehicle:[Sky Blue:Stopping,
Brown:Hesitating, Yellow:Normal, Purple:Aggressive], where the histogram height is
proportional to the corresponding belief value.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 5.5 Negotiation with a single obstacle vehicle which purposely gives way at the
roundabout. The action is represented as the circle marker: [Red:Dec:, Green:Acc:,
Blue:Cur:]. The motion intention is represented as the histogram to the right of
the obstacle vehicle marker:[Sky Blue:Stopping, Brown:Hesitating, Yellow:Normal,
Purple:Aggressive], where the histogram height is proportional to the corresponding be-
lief value.
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 5.6 Negotiation with multiple obstacle vehicles at the roundabout. The action is
represented as the circle marker: [Red:Dec:, Green:Acc:, Blue:Cur:]. The motion in-
tention is represented as the histogram to the right of the obstacle vehicle marker:[Sky
Blue:Stopping, Brown:Hesitating, Yellow:Normal, Purple:Aggressive], where the his-
togram height is proportional to the corresponding belief value.
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lision happened or the autonomous vehicle failed to complete the navigation task within
the permitted time. The corresponding failure rate is given by statistically measuring the
frequency with which the failure happens. The traveling time was only measured for the
successful trials. For the sake of performance comparison, we also implemented the reac-
tive decision making method in [7], where the ego vehicle iteratively checks the safe region
for obstacle clearance measurement and reactively decides whether to go or not.
As depicted in Table 5.3, the reactive approach has a relatively higher failure rate in
handling the scenario in which the obstacle vehicle purposely gives way. This is because
when the obstacle vehicle decided to give way, the distance between itself and the ego
vehicle was smaller than the threshold designed for safe driving, so the ego vehicle just
waited forever to bypass the stopped obstacle vehicle. On the other hand, our POMDP-
based approach can maintain an impressive success rate for all the scenarios, especially
the one in which the obstacle vehicles purposely give way. Rather than getting stuck, the
task failures of the POMDP-based approach are because of the collisions contributed by
the proactive actions, where the autonomous vehicle actively cut into the obstacle vehicle’s
route for lane merging. As discussed earlier, these proactive actions are rational and can be
well balanced by tuning the model parameters.
By comparing the average traveling time, we can find the ego vehicle always passively
decided to wait, even when the gap between itself and the obstacle vehicles is large enough
for safe merging. Therefore, the reactive approach takes much more time to navigate
through the designed scenarios, especially the one with multiple obstacle vehicles and a
large separation distance. On the other hand, the POMDP-based approach can efficiently
merge into the gaps between the multiple obstacle vehicles by adopting some proactive
actions.
Last but not least, a Monte-Carlo simulation [119] using the proposed situation-aware
decision making algorithm was conducted. Compared to the earlier analysis, the Monte-
Carlo simulation can offer a better evaluation of how the proposed algorithm can robustly
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Table 5.4 Failure analysis using Monte-Carlo simulation
Driving Scenario Leader Following Round-about Merging T-junction Merging
Scenario Count 363 168 102
Failure Count 1 4 3
Failure Rate 0.0027 0.0238 0.0291
In order to randomly generate the driving situations, we defined five stations for the
environment shown in Figure 4.4, such that the vehicles, including one autonomous vehi-
cle and twenty obstacle vehicles, can easily travel between different stations by following
the pre-learned routes. Moreover, each vehicle’s driving speed can also be randomly as-
signed by uniformly sampling it from the range [0; vaggressive], where vaggressive denotes an
aggressive speed generalized from vehicle behavior data. As such, the obstacle vehicles
were expected maintain different traveling routes and motion intentions in each test.
Given these simulation settings, 200 simulation tests were conducted and all the failures
were captured and recorded. Similarly, the failure is defined as either a collision happens or
the autonomous vehicle cannot finish the driving task in time. Based on the location where
the failure is happening, these failures are categorized into three different driving scenarios:
leader following, round-about merging, and T-junction merging. As shown in Table 5.4,
there were 8 failures being captured within this Monte-Carlo simulation. Compared to the
leader following scenario, the proposed algorithm introduced slightly more failures for the
scenarios of round-about mering and T-junction merging. This is reasonable because the
vehicle behavior analysis is quite challenging for these two scenarios, and the decisions
we made can be easily biased towards the wrong side. Moreover, we also recorded how
ofter each driving scenario was handled by the autonomous vehicle, and a failure rate was
computed for each driving scenario accordingly. As we expected, the proposed algorithm
can maintain a fairly low failure rate for all these three driving scenarios.
5.5.2 Experiments
After the extensive evaluations were conducted in the simulation stage, the proposed situation-
aware decision making algorithm was then applied to a real-time autonomous driving deci-
sion making at the T-junction. As demonstrated in Figure 5.7, two vehicles, including one
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autonomous vehicle (or ego vehicle) and one manually driven vehicle (or obstacle vehicle),
were employed for this real experiment, where the ego vehicle was negotiating with the
coming obstacle vehicle to conduct a lane merging.
Instead of repeating the scenarios that have been extensively evaluated in the simula-
tion stage, two new driving scenarios were tested in the experiment, including negotiating
with an obstacle vehicle that approached the intersection slowly, and negotiating with an
obstacle vehicle that approached the intersection aggressively. The maximum speed of the
ego vehicle was set to 2m=s, the acceleration and deceleration commands were given as
0:25m=s2 and the situation-aware decisions making algorithm was running at 2Hz.
In Figure 5.8(a), the obstacle vehicle was driving normally to approach the intersection,
and its motion intention was updated accordingly. Recognizing that the obstacle vehicle
was still far away from the intersection, the ego vehicle made a reasonable decision to ac-
celerate and enter the intersection immediately. After a while, the ego vehicle approached
the lane merging point much earlier than the obstacle vehicle, as shown in Figure 5.8(b).
The ego vehicle therefore decided to maintain its current speed and gracefully merged into
the desired lane as in Figure 5.8(c). This experiment shows that the driving efficiency can
be ensured by the proposed decision making algorithm. Instead of waiting for the coming
vehicle that approached the intersection slowly, the ego vehicle can efficiently merge into
the desired lane.
In another experiment that is demonstrated in Figure 5.9(a), the obstacle vehicle was
driven aggressively to approach the intersection. The ego vehicle therefore cautiously de-
celerated and stopped until the obstacle vehicle moved ahead (see Figure 5.9(b)). There-
after, the ego vehicle started to accelerate for lane merging in Figure 5.9(c). Compared to
the earlier experiment, the driving decisions were made more cautiously in this experiment.
This suggests that the proposed algorithm can properly recognize the risk of the current
driving situation and choose appropriate actions to guarantee the driving safety.
Given these consistent results, we can find that our proposed algorithm is able to prop-
erly trade-off between safety and efficiency without any manually specified rules.
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Figure 5.7 Real experiment settings for autonomous driving decision making with POMDP.
The green vehicle is driven manually and functions as an obstacle vehicle, and the white
vehicle represents the ego vehicle that is driven autonomously. The image is captured by
the on-board camera of the ego vehicle.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.8 Negotiation with an obstacle vehicle which approached the intersection slowly.
The action is represented as the circle marker: [Red:Dec:, Green:Acc:, Blue:Cur:]. The
motion intention is represented as the histogram to the right of the obstacle vehicle:[Sky
Blue:Stopping, Brown:Hesitating, Yellow:Normal, Purple:Aggressive], where the his-
togram height is proportional to the corresponding belief value.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.9 Negotiation with an obstacle vehicle which is driven aggressively. The action
is represented as the circle marker: [Red:Dec:, Green:Acc:, Blue:Cur:]. The motion inten-
tion is represented as the histogram to the right of the obstacle vehicle:[Sky Blue:Stopping,
Brown:Hesitating, Yellow:Normal, Purple:Aggressive], where the histogram height is




In this chapter, a situation-aware decision making algorithm was designed for autonomous
driving on the urban road. The concept of the urban road situation was discussed first,
thereafter the situation-aware decision making problem was solved as a POMDP in an
online manner. The proposed approach has been extensively evaluated, and its functionality
and generality have been properly validated.
In the following chapter, a planning framework for autonomous driving on the urban
road will be designed, where the situation-aware decision making algorithm is going to be




Planning Framework Design for
Autonomous Driving on Urban Roads
6.1 Introduction
Up to now, a risk-aware motion planning algorithm and a situation-aware decision making
algorithm have been introduced, where the internal motion uncertainty and external situa-
tion uncertainty are addressed separately. However, safe and efficient autonomous driving
in the urban road environment needs the motion planning and decision making to be con-
ducted in a more integrated manner. As such, this chapter will introduce an autonomous
vehicle planning framework that firmly integrates the planning algorithms proposed in the
previous chapters.
To start with, a route planner, together with an autonomous vehicle booking system,
will be introduced to provide the global guidance for autonomous driving. After that, the
situation-aware decision making algorithm discussed in Chapter 5 will be extended to en-
able the vehicle steering control, i.e., deciding whether or not the trajectory planned by the
motion planner should be committed. Moreover, some implementation issues of the mo-
tion planning algorithm will be discussed to facilitate real-time autonomous driving. The
experimental results suggest that the designed autonomous vehicle planning framework
can function safely and efficiently in the urban road environment.
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The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The overview of the designed
autonomous vehicle system is given in Section 6.2. The autonomous vehicle planning
framework is then discussed in Section 6.3. The evaluations of the designed autonomous
vehicle planning framework for autonomous overtaking are presented in Section 6.4, and
Section 6.5 concludes this chapter.
6.2 Autonomous Vehicle System Overview
Before proceeding to the detailed discussion of the autonomous vehicle planning frame-
work design, the autonomous vehicle system overview will be introduced in this section.
The autonomous vehicles used to carry out the field tests are a fleet of autonomous golf-
carts developed for the Mobility-on-Demand (MoD) purpose. As demonstrated in Figure
6.1, the primary sensor input is provided by the LIDARs, webcam, IMU, and encoders.
Regarding the environment sensing, one SICK LMS151 facing horizontally in the front
and two SICK TIM551 mounted in the rear are properly configured to achieve 360-degree
sensing coverage. The vehicle actuation is accomplished by installing two electric motors
for the steering wheel and brake pedal, and the throttle and gear shift are managed by a
customized microcontroller that communicates with the golf-cart’s main ECU.
Software-wise, the ability of our vehicles to navigate autonomously is accomplished
by integrating five major software modules: Booking, Perception, Learning, Planning and
Control (see Figure 6.1), which are extended from the experience of the DARPA Urban
Challenge. As discussed earlier, the perception module is to monitor both the vehicle’s
internal state and the surrounding environment. Given the perception results, the learning
module is responsible for the road context and vehicle behavior learning. The planning
module, moreover, is in charge of planning some proper maneuvers to drive the vehicle
towards the destination. Thereafter, the controllers will come into effect to compute desired
speed and steering commands. The corresponding autonomous driving missions are given
by the passengers through an autonomous vehicle booking system.
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6.3 Autonomous Vehicle Planning Framework Design
In this section, we will detail the autonomous vehicle planning framework and the relevant
components that are necessary for proper autonomous vehicle planning. In general, the
designed autonomous vehicle planning framework consists of three planners: route planner,
decision maker, and motion planner (see Figure 6.1). The route planner aims at planning
the global traveling routes. The decision maker is responsible for the complicated driving
decision making. Lastly, the motion planner searches the dynamically feasible trajectories
to accomplish the desired driving behaviors. The details of these three planners will be
discussed sequentially in this section.
6.3.1 Route Planning
A. Autonomous Vehicle Booking System
The objective of our autonomous vehicles is to provide a Mobility-on-Demand service,
through which the autonomous driving missions are given by the public passengers, who
can use our booking system (available at: http://booking.smartnusav.com) to request the
autonomous shuttle service. Similar to the Uber booking service [120], the autonomous
driving mission is given in the form of [Pick-up Station, Drop-off Station], where the Pick-
up Station indicates the location where the passenger wants to be picked up, and the Drop-
off Station denotes the passenger’s destination. These requests are then queued into the
database that functions as a mission pool. Given a large number of requests in the queue,
a mission scheduling optimization can be conducted to balance the autonomous vehicle’s
travel distance and the passengers’ waiting time [121].
From the autonomous vehicle side, the new mission will be fetched from the mission
pool once the current mission has been accomplished. After receiving the newly assigned
mission, the route searching module will come into effect to search two global routes.
One route GRveh;pick will link the vehicle’s current location to the pick-up station and
another one GRpick;drop will start from the pick-up station and end at the drop-off station.
A snapshot of the on-board GUI showing the route searching results is seen in Figure 6.2,
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Figure 6.2 Snapshot of the on-board GUI. The green curve denotes the route GRveh;pick,
while the blue curve represents the second route GRpick;drop.
where the autonomous vehicle is located at the FoodCourt station. The green curve denotes
GRveh;pick and the blue curve represents GRpick;drop.
B. Route Searching
Our autonomous vehicles are usually operated within a known environment, thus the road
network information can always be extracted before the actual autonomous driving. The
extraction of the road network can be accomplished by either adopting the road context
inference approach detailed in Chapter 4 or performing a manual driving for road network
information collection. While the road context inference approach is more promising than
the manual driving, the vehicle behavior data collection needs to be conducted over a long
duration. Comparatively, the manual road network information collection is more straight-
forward as the first step, and the manually driven routes can be guaranteed to be feasible
for the time duration that the vehicle was driven. Therefore, we can always memorize these
manually driven routes for road network processing and consider them as reference paths
for autonomous driving. As an instance, the road network of Singapore’s Chinese Garden is
shown in Figure 6.3, where the manually driven routes (or reference paths) are divided into
multiple segments to represent the road topology and facilitate the further route searching.
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Figure 6.3 Road network of Singapore’s Chinese Garden. The road segments are repre-
sented as the green and red curves, and their connectives are depicted by the red and yellow
stars.
Given the road network information, the route searching can be conducted to pro-
vide global guidance for autonomous driving. To start with, we implicitly construct a
directed road network graph RNG = [RV ;RE ] by mapping the road segments and
their connectivities into directed edges RE and vertices RV respectively, where RV =
fRV1; RV2; :::; RVNg and REi;j 2 RE ; i; j 2 [1; N ] denotes the edge connecting RVi and
RVj . Afterward, each edge is given a certain weight $(REi;j) : RE ! R+, such as the
road segment’s length, road congestion level, and so forth. Thereafter, we need to find
out the autonomous vehicle’s nearest station (or vertex) and treat it as the initial vertex for
route searching. This is solved by searching the nearest road segment instead as,
REveh = arg min
RE2E
 (Pveh; RE); (6.1)
where Pveh is the autonomous vehicle’s current pose and RE denotes the road segment that
corresponds to edge RE. The function  (Pveh; RE) computes the sum of perpendicular
distance and heading angle difference between autonomous vehicle pose Pveh and road
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segment RE . The vehicle’s nearest vertex RVveh is then given as the starting vertex of
edge REveh.
Given the road network graph RNG and the autonomous vehicle’s nearest vertex
RVveh, the route searching can be solved as a graph search instead. Let RTstart;goal be
a graph path from RVstart to RVgoal consisting of a sequence of vertices,
RTstart;goal = fRVstart:::; RVi; RVi+1; :::; RVgoalg (6.2)
where any two adjacent vertices RVi and RVi+1 are linked by the edge REi;i+1. The Dijk-
stra algorithm is then employed to solve the following shortest path problem and project
out the optimal traveling route GRveh;pick as,





A similar process can be applied to findGRpick;drop, and the autonomous vehicle will follow
these two routes as autonomous driving guidance.
6.3.2 Decision Making
The situation-aware decision making algorithm discussed in Chapter 5 only considers the
speed control, so that some basic but essential driving maneuvers, such as overtaking and
lane changing, cannot be achieved. Therefore, extending the action space of the proposed
POMDP model to incorporate steering control is greatly needed.
One straightforward approach to incorporating steering control into the decision maker
is conducting steering command searching directly, where the action space becomes contin-
uous, and its size becomes infinite. As is widely recognized, the computational tractability
would be the main concern if the action space of POMDP is extended too much. Admit-
tedly, some great achievements have been made in the research of continuous POMDP, but
to efficiently solve a POMDP model with a continuous action space is still a challenge
[122]. Therefore, an improperly extended action space can break down the real-time appli-
cability of our situation-aware decision making algorithm.
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As an alternative, the trajectory selection strategy is employed in this study. Given a set
of trajectory candidates generated by the motion planner, a trajectory selection is responsi-
ble for selecting the best one according to the specific driving situation. The action space
size, therefore, can still stay at an acceptable level. In this study, the extension is conducted
by constructing a trajectory set with two candidates, including the previously committed
trajectory and the newly planned trajectory. The previously committed trajectory denotes
the trajectory that is committed in the previous planning loop, and the newly planned tra-
jectory is the one planned by the motion planner in the current planning loop. As such, the
decision maker’s additional job is to decide whether or not the trajectory planned by the
motion planner should be committed in each planning loop.
In view of the action space extension, three components of the POMDPmodel proposed
in Chapter 5 need to be modified accordingly: the action space modeling, the ego vehicle’s
state transition model, and the reward function. The other components related to the ob-
stacle vehicle modeling will remain unchanged. Unless otherwise stated, the mathematical
symbols used below share the same meaning with that in Chapter 5.
Action Space Modeling. The modification of the action space is straightforward,
where the extended action a 2 A consists of two sub-actions: the speed control action
aspeed 2 Aspeed and steering control action asteer 2 Asteer. The extended action space is
therefore modeled as,
A = Aspeed Asteer;
Aspeed = [Acc:;Dec:; Const:]T;
Asteer = [Commit;NewPlan]T; (6.4)
where the speed action space Aspeed is composed of three acceleration commands, and the
steering action spaceAspeed includes two trajectory candidates to be selected. TheCommit
steering action means the vehicle should choose the previously committed trajectory, while
theNewPlan steering action suggests that the newly planned trajectory will be committed.
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Figure 6.4 Illustration of the ego vehicle state transition. Two possible trajectories are
available, and three speed actions can be decided for each trajectory.
Ego Vehicle State Transition Model. Due to the extended action space, the ego vehi-
cle state transition model needs to be updated as well. To provide a better understanding
of the ego vehicle state transition, a good instance is illustrated in Figure 6.4. The au-
tonomous vehicle is driven on an urban road by following a committed trajectory (green)
that is blocked by the construction field in front, and a new trajectory (red) is planned to by-
pass the construction field. The autonomous vehicle therefore has to choose a proper action
defined in the action space, and its state transition can be conducted accordingly. Given the
trajectory selected by the steering action asteer, either committed or planned, three possible
state transitions along each trajectory can be achieved by adjusting the ego vehicle speed
according to the speed action aspeed.
Formally speaking, letting  denote the trajectory candidate, the ego vehicle state tran-
sition can be reformulated as,




Pr(s0ejse; aspeed; )Pr(jasteer); (6.5)
where Pr(jasteer) models the one-to-one mapping between the steering action and the
trajectory to be selected. The function Pr(s0ejse; aspeed; ), thereafter, models the ego ve-
hicle state transition along the trajectory that corresponds to the steering action asteer.
Implementation-wise, this can be achieved by conducting a forward simulation along the
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selected trajectory (see Figure 6.4). More specifically, letting xveh be the nearest trajectory
state to the ego vehicle state se, the forward simulation then will start from xveh and end at
another trajectory state xsimulate, where the traveling distance between xveh and xsimulate
along the trajectory is decided by the speed action as (ve+ aspeedt)t. By assuming that
the selected trajectory can be properly tracked, the updated state s0e can be approximated
as s0e = xsimulate.
Reward Function. The objective of the autonomous vehicle is to arrive at the desti-
nation as efficiently as possible, while maintaining a safe distance to all the obstacles. Let
R(s; aspeed) and R(s; asteer) be the reward function for speed action and steering action re-
spectively, the modified reward function is updated asR(s; a) = R(s; aspeed)+R(s; asteer).
The speed action-driven reward function R(s; aspeed) is the same as the one defined in
Equation (5.13), and the steering action-driven reward function R(s; asteer) is proposed as,
R(s; asteer) = Raction(s; asteer) +Rscenario(s; asteer;RC); (6.6)
whereRaction(s; asteer) 2 R  provides a small penalty when asteer = NewPlan. This is to
discourage the frequent commitment of the newly planned trajectories in order to alleviate
the trajectory oscillation. The scenario-driven reward function Rscenario(s; asteer;RC) as-
signs a reward or penalty to the steering action according to the specific driving scenarios.
Since the road context RC has been learned, the autonomous vehicle can easily recognize
the current driving scenario and decide whether or not the planned trajectory should be com-
mitted or not. For instance, if the autonomous vehicle is following a slow-moving obstacle
vehicle, committing a new trajectory to overtake the front vehicle would be more desirable.
On the other hand, if the autonomous vehicle is operated on a single-lane road with over-
taking being prohibited, then the new trajectory to overtake the front vehicle should never
be committed. Therefore, the design of Rscenario(s; asteer;RC) is context-based, where a
tedious but straightforward lookup table can be constructed to model the scenario driven
reward.
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Given these three modifications, the POMDP model is able to take account of both
the steering and speed control. Admittedly, the steering control cannot be completely ad-
dressed by the trajectory selection, but there is always a trade-off between the algorithm
completeness and the real-time applicability, and we seek to find a balance between them.
6.3.3 Motion Planning
In order to prepare the trajectory candidates requested by the decision maker, the motion
planner will be employed to explore the continuous space and search the feasible trajecto-
ries.
To start with, the workspace for motion planning needs to be properly considered. As
the autonomous vehicle is being operated in a large-scale urban road environment, to define
the workspace as the entire driving field is inefficient and unnecessary, and would waste
computation sources. Since a global route generated by the route planner is always avail-
able for our applications, the motion planning only needs to be performed locally. As such,
the workspace can be dramatically narrowed by introducing a small-scale local map that is
attached to the autonomous vehicle’s own frame.
Thereafter, a careful analysis of the traversability is necessary to guarantee the trajec-
tory safety. To appropriately represent the road surface (or drivable region) and the ob-
stacles, a local metric map Mmetric is tailored for our application. Specifically, the road
surface detection can always be implemented beforehand as in Figure 6.5(b), then a local
traversability map with height H and width W can be generated by labeling the road sur-
face as collision-free. Afterward, the real-time obstacle detection results are projected onto
this OGM with the corresponding grids being labeled as occupied (see Figure 6.5(c)). By
calculating certain metrics M([h;w]) : [H;W ] ! R+, such as the obstacle clearance and
collision risk, for each grid [h;w]; h 2 [0; H]; w 2 [0;W ], the final metric map can be
achieved as in Figure 6.5(d).
Given the workspace and the corresponding traversability information, the motion plan-
ning can then be carried out to search a trajectory that drives the autonomous vehicle to-
wards the goal region. The initial state xinit for motion planning thereby is configured as
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Figure 6.5 Process of local metric map generation.
the vehicle’s current pose and the motion planning goal Xgoal is provided by the decision
maker. In this study, the motion planning goal is simply selected as a state that is located
on the global route. As such, the autonomous vehicle will always adhere to the global route
and follow its guidance towards the destination.
Algorithm-wise, the risk-aware motion planning algorithm CC-RRT*-D is adopted to
account for the internal motion uncertainty, and the cost function to be optimized is given
as,






where  denotes the trajectory and M((t)) is the metric value of the trajectory state
(t); t 2 [0; T ]. The scaling factors  and % are to balance the impact of three fac-
tors: the trajectory length Length(), the maximum collision risk along the trajectory
maxt2[0;T ] r((t)), and the linearly integrated metric value
P
t2[0;T ]M((t)). Acknowl-
edged the constrained workspace within the urban road environment, the preferable sam-
pling strategy is applied to bias the samples to the region with larger obstacle clearance.
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2 while :TaskTimeOut do
3 xinit  GetVehiclePose()
4 while :PathFound & :PlanTimeOut do
5  Planning(xinit;Xgoal;Mmetric)
6 end
7 if PathFound then
8 return 
9 end
10 if PlanTimeOut then






Implementation-wise, the motion planner may spend quite a while or even fail to find a
feasible trajectory when the environment becomes rather crowded. Also, we cannot expect
the autonomous vehicle to stay steady within the motion planning process. Therefore,
two timers, including the planning trial timer Tplan and the planning task timer Ttask, are
proposed to guarantee the proper functionality of the motion planner. The planning trial
timer Tplan denotes a short period within which a solution trajectory should be found. It is
introduced to account for the fact that the vehicle will not stay steady during the trajectory
searching process, such that the motion planner needs to shift the initial state xinit to the
updated vehicle pose if necessary. The duration of planning task timer Ttask is relatively
longer, which denotes the overall motion planning time permitted by the decision maker.
If no feasible trajectories can be found within Ttask, then the motion planning will be
terminated, and a failure will be returned.
The detailed motion planning implementation strategy is illustrated in Algorithm 9.
Given the assigned motion planning goal Xgoal and the local metric map Mmetric, the
motion planner will try to search for a feasible trajectory until the motion planning trial
time Tplan runs out. If a solution trajectory is available, it will be inserted into the tra-
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Figure 6.6 Autonomous vehicle planning framework and autonomous driving control loop:
(a) autonomous vehicle planning framework, (b) planning and control loop for autonomous
driving.
jectory candidates for decision making, and the motion planning process will be stopped
accordingly. For the PlanT imeOut case (i.e., Tplan runs out), the motion planner will be
re-initialized with the initial state being updated to the vehicle’s current pose. Regarding
the TaskT imeOut case, since there is no solution trajectory that can be found within the
permitted time, the TimeoutFailure message will be sent to the decision maker.
6.3.4 Integration for Real-time Autonomous Driving
Till now, the details of the route planner, decision maker, and motion planner have been
introduced. The integration of these three planners for real-time autonomous driving will
be briefly discussed hereafter.
The overview of the designed autonomous vehicle planning framework and the au-
tonomous driving control loop is depicted in Figure 6.6. The autonomous vehicle planning
starts from the route planning when a driving mission is fetched from the autonomous ve-
hicle booking system. The planned global route is then fed into the decision maker, where
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Table 6.1 Evaluation Parameters for Autonomous Overtaking
Parameters Value Parameters Value
Max Speed (Ego) 3:0m=s Max Speed (Obst.) 3:0m=s
Acceleration 0:5m=s2 Deceleration  0:5m=s2
Position Noise Variance 0:3m Velocity Noise Variance 0:3m=s
Heading Angle Noise 0:05rad Control Frequency 1Hz
Planning Trial Time 0:02s Planning Task Time 0:1s
the decision maker utilizes it to check the current mission status and generate the local
goals for motion planning.
After the global route searching, the autonomous vehicle planning is conducted in an
iterative manner. In each planning loop, the decision maker will call the motion planner
first with a goal being provided. The motion planner then starts to search a new trajec-
tory given the real-time traversability information and sends back the solution trajectory to
the decision maker. If no solution trajectory can be found by the motion planner within
the permitted time, the decision maker will treat the previously committed trajectory as a
"pseudo" newly planned trajectory. Afterward, the decision making will proceed to decide
a proper acceleration command and select which trajectory to commit. Given the accel-
eration command and the selected trajectory, the autonomous vehicle control system will
come into effect to execute the plan and drive the autonomous vehicle forward until the
planning result in the next planning loop is available. This process keeps repeating until
the autonomous vehicle reaches the final destination.
6.4 Evaluation of Autonomous Overtaking
In this section, we will describe the evaluations in which we validated the autonomous
vehicle planning framework described in this chapter. We want to highlight the ability of
the designed planning framework to handle the autonomous overtaking problem, which is
not achievable by the decision making algorithm introduced in Chapter 5. Evaluations are
carried out on an urban road demonstrated in Figure 4.4, and the Stage simulator [118] is
employed for this evaluation. The Gaussian noise is purposely imposed on the vehicle pose
and speed measurement and some essential evaluation parameters are given in Table 6.1.
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(a)
Figure 6.7 Autonomous overtaking with single obstacle vehicle: (a) shows the evalua-
tion scenario, and (b)-(e) demonstrate the overtaking process. The global route is repre-
sented by the blue curve and the sub-goal is shown as the red arrow. The ego vehicle’s
action is presented by the corresponding text. The motion intention is represented as the
histogram to the right of the obstacle vehicle:[Sky Blue:Stopping, Brown:Hesitating,
Yellow:Normal, Purple:Aggressive], where the histogram height is proportional to the
corresponding belief value.
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Figure 6.8 Autonomous overtaking with multiple obstacle vehicles: (a) shows the evalua-
tion scenario, and (b)-(g) demonstrate the overtaking process. The global route is repre-
sented by the blue curve and the sub-goal is shown as the red arrow. The ego vehicle’s
action is presented by the corresponding text. The motion intention is represented as the
histogram to the right of the obstacle vehicle:[Sky Blue:Stopping, Brown:Hesitating,
Yellow:Normal, Purple:Aggressive], where the histogram height is proportional to the
corresponding belief value.
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To start with, the overtaking for a single obstacle vehicle was conducted, where the
detailed scenario is illustrated in Figure 6.7(a). The autonomous vehicle was driven toward
the final destination by following a global route, while maintaining a safe distance to the
obstacle vehicle in front. Accordingly, the speed action Const. and steering action Commit
were selected. Meanwhile, the motion planner kept trying to search for a trajectory towards
the sub-goal represented by the red arrow. After a while, the front obstacle vehicle started
to slow down, and its motion intention was updated as in Figure 6.7(b). Thereafter, the
ego vehicle decided to decelerate and tried to select a new trajectory to overtake the front
vehicle. In Figure 6.7(c), a feasible trajectory was found, and the ego vehicle started to
accelerate and follow the new trajectory. The overtaking process then went through as
in Figure 6.7(d) and Figure 6.7(e) until the obstacle vehicle was overtaken, and the ego
vehicle drove back to the global route. From this simple case, we can find that the designed
autonomous vehicle planning framework can properly coordinate the speed and steering
control, and the autonomous driving ability is greatly improved.
Given the promising result achieved, the evaluation scenario was then extended by in-
troducing another obstacle vehicle that was coming from the opposite direction as in Figure
6.8 (a). As such, the autonomous vehicle needs to safely and efficiently negotiate with these
two obstacle vehicles. Similarly, the autonomous vehicle maintained a constant speed until
the front obstacle vehicle stopped. In accordance to the situation evolution, the ego vehi-
cle decided to decelerate before the overtaking trajectory was available (see Figure 6.8 (b)).
After the new trajectory was found in Figure 6.8 (c), the ego vehicle started to slowly follow
the new trajectory and then decided to decelerate again when the oncoming obstacle vehi-
cle was in the way as shown in Figure 6.8 (d). After the oncoming obstacle vehicle moved
passed in Figure 6.8 (e), the ego vehicle decided to accelerate in order to overtake the front
parking obstacle vehicle. Compared to the simple case discussed earlier, negotiating with
multiple obstacle vehicles is more complicated, where the autonomous vehicle needs to
reason about the situation evolution more comprehensively, and the decision making be-
comes more safety-critical. As demonstrated by the evaluation results, our autonomous




In this chapter, the planning framework for autonomous driving on the urban road was
designed. Building upon the algorithms proposed earlier, including the risk-aware mo-
tion planning algorithm and the situation-aware decision making algorithm, the route plan-
ner, decision maker and the motion planner were integrated seamlessly to improve the
autonomous driving ability. The evaluations of the designed planning framework for au-




Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
Planning is a key enabler for autonomous driving in the urban road environment. This the-
sis focuses on developing autonomous vehicle planning strategies in a probabilistic manner,
such that the inevitable uncertainties arising from the internal actuator noise and the exter-
nal situation evolution can be properly addressed.
We started the discussion showing the history and current status of autonomous driving
technologies. The typical planning framework for autonomous navigation in the urban road
environment was discussed. It consists of the route planner, decision maker (or behavior
planner) and motion planner. We further studied the uncertainties that can be involved
in the planning process, which include the internal motion uncertainty introduced by the
autonomous vehicle control system and the external situation uncertainty arising from the
autonomous vehicle perception system.
To address the internal motion uncertainty, a risk-aware motion planning algorithm
CC-RRT*-D was proposed. The CC-RRT*-D algorithm leveraged the RRT* algorithm for
space exploring and utilized the chance-constrained approach to evaluate the trajectories’
collision risks. Within this process, the internal motion uncertainty was assumed to follow
a Gaussian distribution and the vehicle dynamics model was locally linearized to achieve a
closed-form solution for risk evaluation. By employing the conditional state propagation,
the proposed algorithm is able to out-performmost existing methods. Extensive experimen-
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tal results showed that the CC-RRT*-D is applicable to real-time motion planning given its
efficiency.
After the motion uncertainty was addressed, the road context learning and its appli-
cations for vehicle behavior analysis were discussed to facilitate the situation awareness.
Given the correlation between the road context and the vehicle behavior, the road con-
text was learned by extracting consistencies within the observed vehicle behaviors. More
specifically, the inference over the road context was divided into three stages, including the
topology learning to model the road network, the motion learning to generalize the typical
vehicle motion pattern, and the rule learning for traffic rules reasoning. After that, the road
context was employed to analyze the vehicle behaviors. Depending on whether or not the
vehicle behavior complies with the road context, the vehicle behavior analysis was classi-
fied into two types, including the abnormal driving behavior detection and the long-term
motion prediction. The functionality and applicability of the proposed approach have been
properly demonstrated by a case study that was conducted on a typical urban road.
Given the road context and the vehicle behavior analysis, a situation-aware decision
making algorithm was introduced to address the situation uncertainty. The concept of ur-
ban road situation, which was defined as an integration of the road context and the vehicle’s
motion intention, was proposed first for urban road environment modeling. Thereafter, the
situation-aware decision making problem was solved as a Partially Observable Decision
Making Process (POMDP) to address the uncertainties arising from the situation evolution
reasoning. Given the proposed POMDP model, the online POMDP solver DESPOT was
employed for its efficiency. Thanks to DESPOT’s online property, the proposed situation-
aware decision making algorithm can handle various urban road driving scenarios in a
real-time manner, which includes the leader following, traffic negotiation at T-junction or
roundabout, and so forth.
While both the internal motion uncertainty and the external situation uncertainty had
been properly resolved, safe and efficient autonomous driving needs motion planning and
decision making to be conducted in an integrated manner. Therefore, a planning frame-
work for autonomous driving on the urban road was designed, which was built upon the
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algorithms discussed above. More specifically, the designed vehicle planning starts from
the route planning, which searches the global route to guide the autonomous vehicle to-
wards the destination. Then in each planning loop, the decision maker will call the motion
planner first to search for a new trajectory given the real-time traversability information.
Once the new trajectory becomes available, the situation-aware decision making will pro-
ceed to decide a proper acceleration command and select the best trajectory to follow. The
evaluations of the autonomous overtaking behavior showed that the proposed motion plan-
ning and decision making algorithms can be seamlessly integrated, and the uncertainties
can be comprehensively addressed.
7.2 Future Work
Although this thesis has successfully reported the proposal of planning under uncertain-
ties for autonomous driving on the urban road, there are still some limitations, and more
works need to be done to improve the current framework. The following four aspects are
recommended for further study:
• Extending the risk-aware motion planning algorithm to the non-linear systems
with non-Gaussian noise. While the CC-RRT*-D algorithm can properly handle
linear systems with Gaussian noise, the extension of CC-RRT*-D to the non-linear
systems with non-Gaussian noise is necessary to improve the algorithm’s applicabil-
ity. In the future, we plan to employ the Monte-Carlo approach for state distribution
modeling, such that the constraints of linear systems with Gaussian noise can be al-
leviated. The increased computation cost, however, needs to be carefully taken into
account.
• Extending the road context inference and vehicle behavior analysis to handle
the vehicle interactions. In our learning process, the vehicle behavior training
data are considered as independent, thus the interactions between the vehicles can-
not be properly learned, and some unwanted bias can be introduced into the road
context learning results. Therefore, future should explore the interactions between
the vehicles and generalize the behavior models for vehicle interaction. The vehicle
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interaction learning results can then be applied to improve the accuracy of the road
context inference and the vehicle behavior analysis.
• Performing some broader statistical tests on the situation-aware decision mak-
ing algorithm. In Chapter 5, the proposed situation-aware decision making algo-
rithm has been extensively evaluated for various urban driving scenarios that are
considered as representative. However, it would be more desirable to perform some
broader statistical tests in order to advertise the proposed algorithm’s generality. As
a prerequisite, a well-learned road context and vehicle behavior model are neces-
sary for the proposed decision making algorithm to function properly, so future work
should also investigate how the learning results would affect the performance of the
proposed decision making algorithm.
• Extending POMDP for efficient planning in continuous space. Recalling the dis-
cussion in Chapter 6, POMDP has provided a general planning framework to account
for various uncertainties, whose applicability, however, is still limited when planning
in continuous space. Autonomous vehicles naturally operate in a continuous space,
so future work should extend POMDP for efficient planning in continuous space as
well.
• Exploring cooperative autonomous driving. In this thesis, the planning strategies
are designed for a single autonomous vehicle only. Thanks to the recent research
advances in Vehicle-to-Vehicle and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure communication, coop-
eration among the vehicles has garnered significant research interests in the past
decade. As demonstrated in the author’s publication list (see Appendix C), some pre-
liminary results on cooperative perception have been achieved, where the perception
range of the autonomous vehicle can be extended as far as the connected vehicles can
reach. The future work thereby will explore the cooperative driving, such that a fleet
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To start with, the concept of a network is specified as:
• A set of nodes (neurons). Each neuron has its associated reference vector w 2 Rn.
The reference vectors can be regarded as positions in the input space of their corre-
sponding neurons.
• A set of edges (connections) between pairs of neurons. These connections are not
weighted and their purpose is to define the topological structure. An edge aging
scheme is used to remove connections that are invalid due to the motion of the neuron
during the adaptation process.
The Growing Neural Gas learning algorithm to map the network to the input manifold
that follows distribution Pr() is as follows:
1. Start with two units j and k at random positions wj and wk in Rn.
2. Generate an input signal  according to Pr().
3. Find the nearest unit s1 (winner neuron) and the second-nearest unit s2.
4. Increment the age of all edges emanating from s1 by ageincrease.
5. Add the squared distance between the input signal and the winner neuron to a counter
error of s1 as: error(s1) = kws1   k2.
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6. Move s1 and its topological neighbors n (neurons connected to s1) towards  by
fractions b and n of the total distance: ws1 = b(   ws1), wsn = n(   wsn).
7. If s1 and s2 are connected by an edge, set the age of this edge to zero. If such an
edge does not exist, create it.
8. Remove edges with an age larger than agemax. If this results in points having no
emanating edges, remove them as well.
9. If the number of input signals generated so far is an integer multiple of a parameter
 , insert a new unit as follows:
• Determine the unit q with the maximum accumulated error.
• Insert a new unit r halfway between q and its furthest neighbor f : wr =
0:5(wq + wf ).
• Insert edges connecting the new unit r with units q and f , and remove the
original edge between q and f .
• Decrease the error variables of q and f by multiplying them by a constant #.
Initialize the error variable of r with the new value of the error variable of q.
10. Decrease all error variables by multiplying them with a constant .
11. If a stopping criterion (e.g., net size nmax or some performance measure) is not yet
fulfilled go to Step 2.
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Appendix B
Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process
The POMDP models an agent taking sequential actions under uncertainties to maximize a
certain reward. Formally it is specified as a tuple fS;A;O; T; Z;R; g, where:
• S is the set of all possible states.
• A is the set of all possible actions.
• T : S  A  S ! [0; 1] is the transition function, where T (s; a; s0) = Pr(s0js; a)
represents the probability of ending in state s0 if the agent performs action a in the
state s.
• R : S  A ! R is the reward function, where R(s; a) is the reward obtained by
executing action a in state s.
• Z is the set of all possible observations.
• O : S  A Z ! [0; 1] is the observation function, where O(s0; a; z) = Pr(zja; s0)
gives the probability of observing z if action a is performed and the resulting state is
s0.
•  ! [0; 1) is the discount factor.
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In each time step, the agent lies in some state s 2 S; it takes some action a 2 A
and moves from s to a new state s0. Due to the uncertainty in the action, the end state
s0 is modeled as a conditional probability function T (s; a; s0) = Pr(s0js; a), which gives
the probability that the agent lies in s0 after taking action a in state s. The agent then
makes an observation to gather information on its state. Due to the uncertainty in observa-
tion, the observation result z 2 Z is again modeled as a conditional probability function
O(s0; a; z) = Pr(zja; s0).
Moreover, the agent will receive a real-valued reward R(s; a), if it takes action a in
state s, and the goal of the agent is to maximize its expected total reward by choosing a
suitable sequence of actions. For infinite-horizon POMDP, the sequence of actions has
infinite length, and a discount factor  2 [0; 1) is specified to ensure that the total reward
is finite. In this case, the expected total reward is given by E [
P1
t=0 
tR(st; at)], where st
and at denote the agent’s state and action at time t.
The solution to a POMDP is an optimal policy that maximizes the expected total reward.
Normally, a policy is a mapping from the agent’s state to a prescribed action. However, the
agent’s state is partially observable and not known exactly in a POMDP, so the concept
of beliefs is defined. A belief is a probability distribution over S. A POMDP policy
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1. Incremental Sampling-based Algorithm for Risk-aware Planning underMotion
Uncertainty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJ7EhBYp7vw
2. Probabilistic Road Context Inference for Autonomous Vehicles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YC8fR7SYGnE
3. Situation-aware Decision Making for Autonomous Driving on Urban Road us-
ing Online POMDP
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W37haHhfU34
4. Driverless Buggies at the Singapore Chinese Gardens
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSm027Rzj9E
5. Launched! SMART-NUS driverless car trials at One-North
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bIGcG4K2ckc
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